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Back in early March when the entire
world was thrown into chaos by the
arrival of the Coronavirus, we as humans
were forced to learn how to adapt to a
world we never could’ve imagined. Like
everything else, the live music landscape
was drastically altered. If you were at all
like me, you initially turned to the
plethora of live streams our favorite
musicians began broadcasting. Bouncing
around between Facebook Live and IGTV
we were able to find some semblance of
normalcy while acquiring the live music
fix we needed to soothe our souls as we
attempted to navigate our strange new
world. Perhaps at some point you stumbled upon “The Travis Book Happy Hour,” a bi-weekly series of streams
presented in the vein of an old school variety TV program. If you haven’t tuned in to any of these unique streams,
let me set the scene for you ... Travis, best known as the bass player and singer for the Infamous Stringdusters,
invites a few musical friends to pick some songs and have a conversation about the struggles of making their way
through the murky waters they have been tossed into. It was after one of these “Happy Hour” tapings that I was
blessed to find myself sitting at a patio picnic table with Travis discussing, not only the series itself, but also the
feelings that he’s been having over these past few months. I asked him what his initial thoughts were when, he
came to the realization that he, and his fellow musician,s had essentially been thrust into unemployment ...
TRAVIS: I wasn’t too stressed out. I kind of had a sense that we’d be taking a long time off. I feel like I sort of saw
the writing on the wall pretty early on. The last ‘Dusters show was on March 11th and I had a really strong sense
coming out of that show that it was going to be a while. So my first response was actually probably a lot like how I
felt after the election, which was just a ground reversal. Where everything that I sort of thought to be true, all the
things that I was orientating my life around, were changed. All of the assumptions I had about how the universe
worked and what my purpose was ... all those things sort of changed. It was almost like an out-of-body experience

for a while. I was just kind of hanging out in limbo. I wasn’t as concerned about my career or about making music
as I was just kind of like “wow this is going to be really interesting.”
Fortunately for Travis’s fans he didn’t keep his mind off music for too long. He began hosting these “Travis Book
Happy Hour” performances back in late June and has produced one every other week since. Unlike many live
streams, which are oftentimes just a musician sitting on their porch or their living room couch, Travis chose to take
it a step further: Inviting some of his musical friends to join him and broadcasting them from an actual music venue
– Asheville’s famed Grey Eagle. Also, unlike some musician’s streams, Travis has put his own twist on things by
setting aside a portion of the show to interview his guests, discussing the trials of what one former guest, Lindsay
Lou, dubbed “The Great Pause.” Listening to our beloved musicians open up gives fans the feeling they are not only
trying to work through these weird times for their own benefit, but also perhaps to help the viewers at home make
sense of this crazy new world. These conversations get so deep each week that I even saw one Facebook comment
jokingly refer to the “Happy Hour” as “The Travis Book Existential Crisis Hour.”
I asked Mr. Book why he decided to take these “Happy Hour” broadcasts to the next level, why he wanted to do
more than simply just play music, and why he choose to do it in a real venue with in person collaborators ...
TRAVIS: I had sort of been bouncing around the idea
of doing some sort of a variety show for a long time.
When I started doing some streaming and stuff from my
home, I found that there were a lot of things I wanted to
talk about. Enough people were giving me some positive
feedback that it occurred to me that there was an
opportunity to do something more than just play music,
and there were enough people who were interested in
continuing to conceptualize their own experiences – that
there were people who welcomed the opportunity to try
to talk through some of these things, to be part of a oneway dialogue about these sorts of existential questions. About what it means to be alive, to be a creator, in these
very interesting times. So it was not the first time that it occurred to me to try to do something different like this.
Then I came up here [to the Grey Eagle] to play a show with Kyle Tuttle and Lyndsay Pruett and was able to check
out the infrastructure. I saw the way that it was streaming, and I saw that we could be socially distanced, and it felt
pretty good. That was really the last little push I needed, just having a place to do it, and a crew, and a venue that
was interested in trying to do something different.
He also touched on how different this format is for him compared to the shows he was used to playing before the
“great pause” …
TRAVIS: When I play shows, I try not to talk too much, especially with the Stringdusters. It’s kind of a big thing
for us – we try not to talk, but now there are things I want to talk about. I want to talk with my fellow musicians. I
wanted it to go beyond ‘what are you trying to sell these days?’. I was much more interested in taking the
opportunity to kind of dig into things a little bit and see what was under the surface. I wanted to try to scare out
some of these perspectives that people have about life and, for lack of a better word, about matters of being,
matters of spirit. Without getting too heavy into spirituality or any of that kind of stuff, but to dabble in it because
that, to me, is ultimately all I’m really interested in. Trying to understand what to do with myself while I’m here. To
me that’s largely a spiritual question. That is my orientation, and a lot of that is decided by my perspective on what
the point of being here is, knowing how to move through my life.
Travis says he saw the idea of mixing music and spirituality as something that could be beneficial in these odd
times …
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TRAVIS: When I get together with my musician friends this is the kind of shit we talk about and no one else is
really addressing this space. I think it’s an uncomfortable place for a lot of people, talking about these things, but
I’m into it. I’m obsessed with it. It’s kind of like that once these existential questions get their claws in you what
else is there to talk about? Like we can shoot the shit about meaningless stuff all day long and that’s totally fun
too, but there’s some fucking juicy shit to talk about, right? So like let’s get down to it.
Another thing that sets the “Travis Book Happy Hour” apart from most of the live streams is that the Grey Eagle is
set up to host a small handful of fans to make up a socially distanced studio audience. For me, this has been a
welcomed bonus, watching actual musicians making live music in a real venue rather than only being able to enjoy
it remotely. Don’t get me wrong, attending these tapings is very surreal. We can’t get up and dance, we can’t
interact with other concert goers. We just show up, in masks, have our temperatures taken and get escorted to
tables spaced safely away from all the other fan’s tables. However, just being there, as odd as it seems, does
something for the soul that watching on a laptop or a TV screen at home cannot. Make no mistake, the main focus
of the “Travis Book Happy Hour” is on those watching at home. We are just an added bonus, a prop if you will.
Cheering when it is time to cheer, laughing when it is time to laugh, and hopefully giving the musicians on stage
some small sense of normalcy. I asked Travis, as the type of musician that feeds off audience interaction, how
having a in person audience, even one of just 15-20 people, added to the experience for him ...
TRAVIS: It’s huge having a studio audience. It’s great to have people in the room at the very least just because
you need a clap track. However, something that’s been an ongoing process for me is getting away from NEEDING
that. When I realized I was dependent on an audience reaction I realized that I had largely lost control of the
situation. So that has been an ongoing process of sort of taking it back, taking back the reasons I’m doing this.
Taking back my whole ownership over what it is that I’m doing – not needing to do it in the context of that
immediate feedback. That’s all just made up shit in the mind. You’re basing your subjective experience on
someone else’s subjective experience of something that is subjective to start with. I think fundamentally our role is
almost like a service. What I bring to the world and the reaction I get, or what it does for people, I have no control
over that. I mean somewhat I do because I’m presenting it but, as soon as my mission is to get a reaction, or to get
feedback, or to get more fans, or to make more money, then I’m missing the ultimate point, which is to basically
tune in to something and act as like a conduit and to channel whatever it is. Music coming from the cosmos, the
vibe that’s happening on stage with my band mates bringing songs into form and offering it up. I feel like as a
musician, if at that point of offering it up, you need something right then, that’s a really vulnerable place to be.
You’re much better off if you can just offer that up and sort of experience equanimity no matter what you’re
getting back. In a very roundabout way, I guess what I’m saying is that part of what I’m trying to practice is being
able to play without that. Being able to just be in the moment and play, and be myself, and channel the music and
be as deep into it as possible while also being completely detached from the outcome.
Adding that basically ...
You do your work, you do the best you can, you pretend as though it all matters while also acknowledging that it
doesn’t matter. You offer it up, but then you allow it to just be. So, for playing in front of people just sitting around
tables, or even streaming live on the phone, some people feel like there’s something missing there, but I don’t feel
like there’s anything missing from that type of experience. I know that ultimately what I’m trying to do is
essentially like a TV show, where it’s something that’s happening elsewhere, it’s hitting people elsewhere. They’re
having whatever reaction they want to have to it and that’s totally fine. When I’m at my best I go on stage and
that’s sort of like a prayer I say, “let me be whatever I need to be for people tonight.” If people need to loathe me
or love me, I don’t fuck care. Allow me to show up and be whatever everybody needs me to be. That’s my role, and
that’s kind of what I try to bring to the live stream. I’m just gonna do what I do, and I can’t let the amount of
donations or the number of viewers be the way that I assign value to what I’ve done that night.
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“Existential Crisis Hour” indeed. Beyond the soul searching and spiritual journey there is also music. On this
particular night Travis welcomed Mimi Naja of Fruition as well as fellow Carolinian Lyndsay Pruett. I asked Travis
how he chooses his “Happy Hour” guests ...
TRAVIS: It’s largely who is available and who is willing to leave the house in the COVID era. Mostly it is who will
come up for no guarantees of money and who has nothing better to do. Because I don’t really have much of a
budget. I can’t really offer a lot of money for my friends to come out, but there are people that I want to play
music with, people I want to have in my house for a day or two, people I can get into this deep stuff with. Mimi is a
prime example of someone who is all about going there because she’s done a lot of searching on her own. She’s
done a lot of looking into herself and understanding who she really is as a person. And it’s not been a simple
conversation she’s had, which makes someone like her a perfect guest to talk through some of these things with.
That’s really where it starts for me. It’s personal relationships and a desire to make music with people.
Speaking of the music, the music on this night was great. In
my opinion, it was easily the best episode of the season.
Each episode Travis and his guests focus on a specific
theme, for this particular broadcast the theme was “travel.”
Wearing many hats, Travis Book the announcer introduced
Travis Book the host who in turn introduced Travis Book the
musician who in turn dove head first into the first tune of
the evening – a solo guitar version of the Infamous
Stringdusters song “It’ll Be Alright.” It’s a very special treat
to hear stripped down versions of these songs, as well as
hear how proficient he is (as primarily a bass player) on acoustic guitar. This particular song, with its message of
hope, was the perfect opening number. Travis then went into one of his happy hour monologues admitting he
didn’t know if that song is actually true, and that we don’t know if it really WILL be alright. That’s what makes Mr.
Book’s personality perfect for a show like this. Even while admitting his anxiety and the uncertainness of these
current times, he somehow manages to add a bit of optimism to everything. He can actually conceptualize that in
the grand scheme of things none of us really matter, while also admitting that in our own perspectives we truly do
matter. For the second song of his portion of the show he touched on the travel theme with a cover of Shawn
Camp’s “Travelin’ Teardrop Blues.” In keeping with his positive nature he delivered this somewhat sad set of lyrics
with a hint of hopefulness. After another quick dialogue about how the journey we all take between the beginning
(birth) and the destination (death), he closed his solo portion of the show with a cover of Benny “Burle” Galloway’s
“Give Me Some Wings.”
After a quick break to ask for donations because, let’s face it, if we as fans don’t donate to these types of things,
they may cease to exist at all, Travis introduced tonight’s guest of honor – Mimi Naja. Mimi seemed as excited as
those of us in attendance were, gladly proclaiming “we are in a venue, WOW!” and admitting that this was one of
the first times she’d actually been in a real venue with a real crowd since the pandemic started.
It must be somewhat bizarre for these musicians attempting to dip their toes back into their normal lives after
months and months of not playing in front of actual fans. As mentioned earlier, the interviews Travis does are the
most unique part of “The Travis Book Happy Hour.” Not wanting to spoil it for those of you who may want to watch
this week’s episode, they touched on the theme of traveling in regards to touring musicians and how not having to
do so has helped both Mimi and Travis relearn how to play music ... How to play it for themselves again instead of
just for their fans ... Reminding them what they really love about playing music, and how this pause is helping them
reevaluate how they will proceed when the pandemic is finally over. They spoke of how they’re attempting to put a
gratitude lens on this whole COVID thing, as well as the fears they have in their own existence.
After the interview portion of the evening, Travis yielded the stage to Mimi who ran through a quick set of solo
songs on her acoustic guitar that all touched on the evening’s theme. Like Travis it was a nice treat to see Mimi’s
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proficiency on an instrument that isn’t the one we most closely associate her with. She began with a beautiful cover
of “California Stars” that made it seem like both Woody Guthrie AND Wilco had her voice and musical style in mind
when they each wrote their respective parts of the song. She followed that up with an enjoyable cover of the Mason
Jennings song “Jackson Square.” It not only fit the travel theme with its lyrics about New Orleans, but it also fit
perfectly into these confusing times with its words seemingly alluding to this chaotic moment we currently find
ourselves in. The Richard Berry-penned “Have Love, Will Travel” rounded out the solo portion of Mimi’s set before a
fiddle-toting Lyndsay Pruett and the evening’s host joined Mimi on the stage for a rousing version of Bill Monroe’s
“Gotta Travel On.” With each of these three musicians having backgrounds based in bluegrass music, this version
turned into a rollicking barn-burner of a hoedown, that undoubtedly had some viewers at home hopping off their
couches and dancing around their homes. Not to be pigeonholed into bluegrass music the trio then took the Roger
Miller classic “King Of The Road” for a spin, with Travis on guitar and Mimi thumping along on the bass while
adding amazing harmonies to Travis’s take on the country classic. Afterwards, Travis professed his love for country
music even joking that if the ‘Dusters don’t get back together soon he may have to attempt to follow in Blake
Shelton and Kenny Chesney’s pop country footsteps. What followed was a three-song run of Fruition’s most-loved
tunes: “Beside You,” “Northern Town” and what in my mind was the highlight of the evening, and my personal
favorite Mimi tune, “Santa Fe” – the last of which saw Travis’s harmonies almost putting Mimi’s Fruition
bandmates to shame. After one more plug for the evening’s sponsors, and another request for PayPal donations
the makeshift ensemble ended the show with an amazing song called “Things In My Life” by early bluegrass legend
Don Stover. This was the only song of the evening Mimi played her mandolin on, and she fit enough of her
remarkably authentic shredding into this version to make up for not having played it all night. The lyrics to this song
seemed to tie everything we are experiencing together, with some lyrics seemingly having predicted the pandemic
we find ourselves in, “For we often lose some things in life that makes us wonder why,” as well as our longing for
things to return to normal, “I live in hopes and dreams that we’ll meet again someday.”
And just like that the program was over. The in-person crowd, small as we were, cheered like we numbered in the
hundreds. The camera man switched off his cameras, the musicians began packing up their gear, and we all
wandered off into the night not knowing when we’ll ever get to ingest live music the way we are used to. You could
tell each and every one of us felt blessed to have experienced what had just happened. My mind wandered to the
people watching at home. I wondered how receptive people have been of these broadcasts. So I asked Travis how
the response has been ...
TRAVIS: The people who want this kind of thing, or are looking towards their community to discuss these deeper
matters of being, or looking for music with a little more context than just a song – those are the people who are
really into it. Not everyone’s into it. Our overall viewership has probably gone down over the course of the series
but the overall engagement of the people that are involved has gone way up. So by some metrics it’s becoming
more successful and by some metrics less successful. But in general there seem to be some people who are really
psyched.
With things finally starting to open up a little more, and the music industry attempting to find new ways of
adapting, I asked Travis if this was something he felt like he would continue to do until the dust has settled ...
TRAVIS: I don’t know if my schedule is gonna allow me to fit in a lot of these shows, but I want to keep doing
this. I don’t know exactly what form it will take, but it would be nice if I could continue doing it. I feel like I’m finally
starting to get the hang of it and starting to figure out exactly what I need to do, but it’s also really challenging. The
whole monologue element and the conversation element are much harder than I thought they were going to be.
So, I’d like to continue, but in reality I’m basically just kind of killing time until the Stringdusters start back up again.
Once the ‘Dusters are firing on all cylinders, I’ll be too busy doing that to do anything else. In a way I’ll be back to
where I was [before the pandemic], but certainly at some point I won’t be playing Stringdusters music day in and
day out every day. I need to spend a little more time with my family. I want to spend more time around here and
doing this type of thing locally. I absolutely want to do some more of it and more than anything continue to play
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music with other people. That has been the single most rewarding part of this whole Coronavirus thing is getting to
spend time at home and see the seasons change and getting to play music with all these other musicians. Before
this I feel like my role was so simply defined as bassist and singer and role player in the Stringdusters, and there
was no time for anything else. I’ve been writing a lot of music, and I’m working on recording with some of these
other ensembles, and in a lot of ways it’s a much more interesting existence now than it was pre-Corona. But I do
miss getting up on a big stage with a full sound system
turned up to eleven and cranking off a set of jam grass in
front of a bunch of fired up field hippies. I mean there’s
still nothing better, but this has given me, and I think
everybody else in the industry, a lot of perspective.
As music fans, we also miss it, and we too are gaining a
new perspective. In the meantime we will continue to
adapt as best we can. We are finally at a point where in
most places we can go see some local band playing at
some local brewery, or if we are really lucky go see some
of our beloved musicians playing in makeshift places like
drive-in movie theaters. However, having been able to go to an actual venue and see actual musicians making
actual music means more to this writer than I could even begin to explain. Additionally, seeing a musician take a
risk and try to put something like “The Travis Book Happy Hour” into the universe makes me glad to see that these
musicians not only care enough about us, their fans, to give us something with some actual content, but also that
they care about themselves enough to not let the weirdness of 2020 bring them down. Seeing them try to work
through the things they need to work through helps us as a community all make it through to the other side
stronger than we were before the pandemic. We all know it’s going to be over at some point, but it’s the small
things like this that make it a little easier on us to keep pushing through the unknown. My fingers are crossed that,
even as the live music scene takes baby steps back to normalcy, we all learn something from this and use what we
have learned to make the world a better place – to help each other fully realize what our actual purpose in this life
is.
If you haven’t experienced any of these “Travis Book Happy Hour” streams, please, I urge you to seek them out.
They will not only get your toes tapping, but they will open your minds to the things in life that really matter. Or at
the very least help you realize that the things you think matter in life don’t really matter at all.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.facebook.com/TheTravisBook
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Asheville, North Carolina
Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography
Do you know where Vince Herman’s famous “FESTIVAL” holler originated? Because until the other evening I did
not. Turns out it was inspired, by of all things a 1967 episode of the Star Trek television series. To hear Mr. Herman
explain it, it was “The Return Of The Archons” episode. It’s the red hour. They land on this planet and it’s a totally
mellow, controlled, very proper, Victorianish kind of thing and when the red hour strikes, people just go crazy.
Running through the streets raping and pillaging and drinking and going absolutely nuts. This guy dives through a
window, comes up, and screams ‘FESTIVAL.’” Drew Emmitt added that it came about on a trip to Telluride
Bluegrass Festival decades ago when for some reason they began talking about that episode and when they got to
the campground, “It just kind of caught on and everyone was yelling ‘FESTIVAL.’ I mean it seems like an obvious
thing to yell, but nobody had really latched onto yelling ‘FESTIVAL’ at a festival before.”
At least that’s how they told it to us back on December 20th
when we were lucky enough to sit down with the two
captains of the musical ship known as Leftover Salmon. In the
midst of an uber rare pair of duo shows, having just played
Knoxville’s Barley’s Taphouse & Pizzeria the previous evening
and about to take to the stage at the Asheville Music Hall,
they were gracious enough to spend a few minutes discussing
a myriad of topics with us. Unless you’ve been living under a
rock all year, you’ve undoubtedly heard that 2019 marked
thirty years of Leftover Salmon serving up their unique sonic
stew to live music lovers across this great nation.
We asked Vince and Drew that if, on that fateful night when they took to the stage for the first time under the
Leftover Salmon moniker, they had any idea the journey could possibly last this long. “We thought for sure it was
gonna last one gig,” laughed Vince, “that’s why we came up with this crazy fucking name.” Fortunately for the rest
of us, the crowd liked what they heard that New Year’s Eve in Crested Butte, because as Vince reminisced, “After
the first gig, we had a ton of work the very next day because of what was happening in the Colorado music scene
at the time. All the club owners knew each other, so we had a lot of gigs right off the bat.” Seemingly in awe
himself that Leftover Salmon has lasted this long, Vince joked, “Long term man ... I thought I’d be president of IBM
by now ... you know?”
In the years that followed, Leftover Salmon became pioneers of an emerging jam-grass scene that has spawned a
plethora of bands following in Leftover Salmon’s footsteps. We asked them how it felt to have a whole genre of
bands looking up to them and following their blueprint. Again, Vince ever the jokester, immediately quipped, “Old.
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It makes us feel old.” Drew Emmitt added, “It does. All
these young whippersnappers, but it’s also nice. I feel like
we’ve seen a lot of bands come up in the wake of what
we’ve done, and get bigger than us, quite frankly. It’s a
satisfying thing to know that we inspired that. Look at all
these guys. They’re taking this formula and making it work,
in all different ways obviously. I just think that maybe we
kind of showed how to do it in a way, as far as just getting
out on the road in a school bus, and just blazing trails.”
Pointing to the jam-grass trend they spawned, a collective of local Knoxville pickers who go by the name The
Woodshed warmed up the Tennessean crowd on Thursday night. Impressing Drew and Vince so much, they were
invited, on the spot, to back the headlining duo for the bulk of their first set in something that Vince called “an
instant band.”
The impromptu sextet ran through an inspired set of bluegrass covers like “Little Maggie” and “Walls Of Time”
interspersed with a handful of crowd-pleasing Leftover Salmon originals. Classic Salmon hits like “Rocky Road
Blues” and “Ashes and Love” were high points of the set. I asked the two pickers if that was something people
could look forward to as these duo shows become more and more common. Drew Emmitt quickly responded,
“Yeah, I think there’s going to some of that happening. I mean we didn’t expect that last night, to have a full
bluegrass band backing us up. That was pretty great.” Vince added, “When I go out on solo shows often a
bluegrass band will open, and then I play a few tunes, and then play with the band. So that’s kind of a thing I do. In
the bluegrass genre, there’s a lot of common tunes. You know there’s a repertoire you can immediately jump into.
In this musical form, it makes it easy.”
Another one of the highlights of this first set came during a particularly rowdy version of the classic Leftover
Salmon anthem “Hell Yeah I Drink.” Mid song, Vince offered up a few familiar lyrics about having “just one more
Jägermeister shot” in an obvious nod to another one of those jam-grass legends that followed in Salmon’s
footsteps before breaking into a verse of “Boatman’s Dance.” A short, yet emotional tribute to his fallen friend Jeff
Austin.
For the second set they shed the band and dove more into the duo format that we had all showed up to ingest. We
asked the old friends how often they’ve done this kind of duo show over the years. Vince responded, “I don’t know
that we’ve really done many shows together, as a duo. Have we done any?” Drew’s memory, a little less hazy,
reminded him “I think just Hawaii. We did a duo show on Kauai’ several years ago at this church. It was awesome.
Really fun.”
Acting as a kind of two show rehearsal for their upcoming duo tour in February, those of us in attendance for these
shows were lucky to get a sneak peak of what fans elsewhere may expect during the impending tour. Drew spoke a
little bit about the pluses of stripping Leftover Salmon down to its core essence: “There’s things that we can kind of
pull out of the wood work, that aren’t necessarily in the band rotation, as well as some of the quieter songs that
we don’t bust out that often. At the same time it’s also fun to play the songs that we are used to playing with the
band too, and you know put a different spin on them.” Which was obvious with songs like “Squirrel Heads &
Gravy” and “Last Days Of Autumn.”
Alternatively, Vince spoke of how different it felt for them to grace a stage without a band in tow, likening it to the
special shows they did with Del McCoury a while back, “We played an electric set and then did an acoustic set
unplugged with Del. Going from full on electric to an around-one-mic bluegrass thing feels kind of empty. You
panic, and it feels like that the first couple tunes, but then you kind of get used to that level of sound. You know,
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that amount of sound pressure is way lower than the usual thing. You’re waiting for that bass to come in, and it’s
never coming in. So it’s definitely an adjustment, but within the context of it, it seems to work.”
When we asked Drew how it was so simple for them to slip from a full band setting into a duo he responded, “It’s
easy, we just know each other, and know each other’s music and strengths. We have a ton of tunes we can do, just
two of us. It’s great to boil what we do down to just the two of us because we are kind of the focal point of the
band. Everybody definitely has their role in Leftover Salmon, but largely it’s the two of us that it’s focused around.
So it’s nice to break it down to just us. It’s almost like you can feel the rest of the band when you’re playing these
songs, even though they’re not there, so we can still feel the music you know?” At which point Vince jokingly
interrupted, “I’m certainly used to hearing them more.” To which Drew responded, “Well yeah, but you can sort of
imagine them being there I guess.”
In addition to their time on stage we asked them a little bit about how different the traveling aspect of doing
shows like these is. Surprisingly, being just two guys in a minivan didn’t seem that different to Vince, “Oh we’re
crammed together a lot most of the time anyway, so it seems oddly familiar.” Over the years, they’ve obviously
mellowed out a bit. Drew even jokingly referring to this run as “The Soccer Mom Mountain Boys ride again.” In
another sign of them being a tad more reserved these days we asked them what kind of tunes they were jamming
on their drives, and who chose what they’d listen to:
Vince: Whoever is in the passenger seat, whoever can find a news channel.
Drew: Yeah we love the news, both of us. We’re like junkies, kind of political junkies. There’s a lot to keep up
with.
Vince: There’s a lack of liberal talk radio though I’ll tell you man, it’s all right wing.
Their inner political addictions reared their head during the
Asheville show when they did a perfect version of what is
easily one of the most politically charged songs they’ve ever
written. “House Of Cards” off their most recent album
Something Higher. “House Of Cards” is a very topical song
with lyrics about losing control of our country, and the dire
political times we are immersed in these days. With its anticorporate, anti-government sentiment it has already
become one of the best modern-day protest songs around.
It was one of just many highlights of their Asheville Music
Hall set.
In my opinion the Asheville show surpassed the Knoxville show in both musicianship and overall enjoyment.
Perhaps it was the extremely attentive crowd that came out on a Friday night to see what Vince and Drew had to
offer. Perhaps it was the fact that they covered two of the greatest songwriters of all time over the course of their
ninety-minute set. Bob Dylan’s “Tangled Up In Blue” and “Everything Is Round” by the lesser known, but equally
prolific Seattle folksinger Jim Page. Perhaps it was the epic journey they took us on during “Pasta On The
Mountain.” Making its way into among other things a “Burning Down The House”/”The Alphabet Song” mash-up
as well as a “Hotel California”/”Rocky Top” mash-up, it was classic Leftover Salmon madness. Whatever it was,
they captivated the audience for the entirety of their set – a set that included a Christmas song about a mom
getting too drunk, a spirited version of “Long Haired Country Boy,” and Leftover Salmon standards like “River’s
Rising” and “Valley Of The Full Moon.” It was quite obvious that they were elated to be in Asheville, a town that
Vince spoke highly of, remarking from the stage “some of the craziest nights we’ve ever had have been in this
town.”
Asking them what the secret is to sharing a stage for three decades without getting to a point they wanted to
strangle one another, Vince’s answer was simply, “Liking what we are doing.” Drew elaborated a bit more, “Also I
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think it’s important to see the strengths in each other, and not dwell on the things that maybe might annoy you, or
things you think you might want to change in somebody. It’s kind of like a marriage. Don’t sweat the small stuff
you know? And it’s all small stuff basically.” Again taking on his role as the resident Leftover Salmon jokester Vince
added that their “marriage” was “waaaaaaaaaay more successful than my other three marriages.”
After such a varied career it was obvious to tell that these two guys are going to have a lot of fun in their different
settings as the tour commences in early February. They haven’t always had success. There were a few stories they
told about early Leftover shows that bombed:
Vince: We were playing a fraternity in Athens, Georgia, and I woke up about 5 minutes before the gig, which
started at like 2:00 in the morning or something like that and I just never woke up. I couldn’t play. I was as
stupid as can be. That’s where we came up with the “whrrr-click.” “Whrrr-click.” Remember back when
computers used to go “whrrr-click”? Well my click never got on that night.
Drew: I think one of the worst gigs ever would’ve been Washington’s in Fort Collins. We were playing upstairs
and there was a line across the dance floor, of people trying to get downstairs. Nobody was listening to us. We
we’re playing and they were completely ignoring us. They’re standing in line to get downstairs for the disco
and I remember our banjo player Mark didn’t want to come out for the second set and he didn’t. He went and
took a nap out in the truck, and did not come out for the second set, he’s like ‘I can’t do it’, ‘I’m not doing it.’
We had to hold down the fort. It was miserable. It was awful. Certainly one of the worst ones of all time.
Not wanting to focus on the bad shows, Drew went on “There have been a lot more good gigs than bad ones.
There have been many many magical amazing gigs. So many gigs where I’ve just walked off stage and thought god
damn this is a good band. This band kicks ass. It’s so fun.” Vince added, “And that’s what keeps you going for thirty
years man. Not the basement fraternity party that you can’t think your way out of.”
They didn’t bomb these shows at all. Each night was one of those nights that as they walked off the stage I found
myself thinking “god damn (even as a two piece) this is a good band. This band kicks ass.” Over the course of the
two shows, Drew and Vince proved they are ready for this next chapter of the Leftover Salmon journey. As a fan, I
too am ready to see what the next thirty years of Leftover Salmon has to offer. As mentioned they are taking the
duo show on the road for the bulk of February, and if you can make it to one of the shows I highly urge you to do
so. It is a special sneak peek into a part of Leftover Salmon we haven’t really been shown over the years, and if the
shows are even half as much fun as the two the played
here in the Blue Ridge Mountains it will be well worth
your time. Even Vince agrees “If last night is any
indication, we’re going to have a good time with it.”
So get out there if you can, enjoy yourself and give the
guys a classic “FESTIVAL” holler while you’re at it,
because despite having it yelled at them nearly every
night, they still never grow tired of their calling card. As
Vince puts it, “it’s a pretty good thing to have people
yelling at me every show. I mean it’s better than ‘Hey
there’s Kenny Rogers.’”
www.leftoversalmon.com
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http://www.musicmarauders.com/2019/12/julian-davis-situation-and-bald.html

One Stop Deli & Bar
Asheville, North Carolina
Words by Jason Mebane
Photo by J. Scott Shrader Photography
“Julian Davis is a younger,
better Larry Keel.” “Julian
Davis is the next Billy Strings.”
These are both actual
statements people have said
to me in the past few months.
Normally I write off bold
comparisons like these, but
having never had the
pleasure of watching him
play, I at least found myself
wondering if he does indeed
live up to the hype bluegrass
fans have been hoisting on
him. That is why I was very
excited when I found out he
was playing “The World
Famous Bluegrass Brunch” at
Asheville, North Carolina’s One Stop Deli & Bar this past Sunday. With the exception of a few short hiatuses over
the years, Bluegrass Brunch has been a weekly event since September of 2012. Each Sunday morning, Asheville live
music lovers drag themselves out of bed and head on down to the One Stop to nurse their hangovers with
bluegrass music and breakfast dishes with clever names like “Scramblin’ In The Scrambler” and “No
Eggspectations.”
For the last few years local bluegrass outfit The Bald Mountain Boys have served as one of the de facto house
bands, opening each Bluegrass Brunch with an hour and a half of their self-described brand of “smokin’ mountain
grass.” The description is apt – like many younger bluegrass bands they are wonderful at towing the line between
the traditional string band sounds that hail from these Appalachian Mountains and the style of music bluegrass has
morphed into over the decades. Their Bluegrass Brunch sets often times start out quite loose, and this week was
no exception.
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The set started with only mandolin player Ben Williams and guitarist Nelson Puckett on the stage playing a
surprisingly rollicking duet version of the bluegrass standard “Ain’t Nobody Gonna Miss Me.” As the sound
engineer was getting the early morning kinks worked out of the sound system the rest of the band, one by one,
joined their comrades on stage. First banjo player Kendall Huntley, then fiddler Alex Ball, and finally bass player
J.D. Smith. As loose as these sets tend to start, they quickly transform into something quite the opposite. By the
time the band meandered their way into a near perfect version of “Red Rocking Chair” they were firing on all
cylinders as the regular crowd had gathered at the tables of the dark dungeon like bar. Once The Bald Mountain
Boys hit their groove it was quite obvious why they are asked to anchor this event each week. Ben, Kendall, and
Nelson are all very competent songwriters. Each has an incomparable perspective that creates a nice diversity of
original compositions for the band to perform. Add that to a unique cannon of covers spanning the entire history
of bluegrass music and you get a journey each and every week that is sure to leave your toes tapping and a smile
on your face.
This week was no exception. Some highlights amongst the original songs that made their way into the set list on
Sunday were Kendall’s “On My Way Home,” Ben’s “Moonshine,” and Nelson’s “In The City.” “On My Way Home” is
a beautifully written tune with lyrics about our collective home here in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Both Ben and
Alex carried the tune musically while Kendall delivered his words with such force that it seemed like he truly
wanted nothing more than to get back here to his home. “Moonshine,” like most of Ben’s originals, falls more into
the traditional sounding vein. He writes in a manner that it is hard to believe the songs he sings weren’t written by
bluegrass legends decades ago. Again Alex shone, adding an eerie fiddle backdrop while J.D. kept the groove with
ominous yet bouncy bass lines. Meanwhile the other three musicians took turns offering up tasty leads as they
collectively stretched out the song into one of the most enjoyable jams of the day. Nelson Puckett’s “In the City” is
a very fun song about a poor guy who runs into a string of bad luck after falling in love with a nefarious lady.
Sounding like it could’ve easily been written by one of the crop of 1990’s jam-grass bands that paved the way for
younger bands like The Bald Mountain Boys, it was easily one of the highlights of the set.
One of the best parts about this collective is that regardless of who takes the spotlight on any given tune the rest
of them can play under, around, behind and on top of their band mates in a manner that creates infectious
soundscapes. Additionally, all five members are quite proficient vocalists creating the type of harmonies that all
quintessential bluegrass bands strive for. The rest of their set was rounded out by a few instrumentals, and a
handful of choice covers. Most notably, a version of Ernest Tubb’s “Saturday Satan, Sunday Saint” which is one of
the few tunes the Bald Mountain Boys seem to play almost every Sunday. It’s a perfect anthem for the event, as
we move from nursing our hangovers to working on our next buzz with Bloody Marys from one of the best bloody
mary bars in town. It’s almost as if when Ben Williams sings those familiar lyrics, we are actually giving repent for
the sins we committed all weekend.
This particular Sunday The Bald Mountain Boys decided to end their set with a pair of covers that point to their
more latter-day influences. John Hartford’s “Steam Powered Aeroplane” and Danny Barnes’ “Get It While You Can”
were both impeccable choices for the style of music they play. The Bald Mountain Boys are the perfect example of
the old saying “the whole is greater than the sum of their parts.” Not to say that separate from each other they
aren’t efficient at what they do, but together they transcend their own talents and become a force to be reckoned
with. Proving why they are quickly becoming one of the best young bands on the scene here in a town that has
more local bluegrass music than you can shake a stick at.
Normally, The Sufi Brothers are the second band on the Bluegrass Brunch bill, but for whatever reason they
couldn’t make it this week, which is how we ended up with the treat we were about to ingest. After a quick
changeover Julian Davis took to the small corner stage with his backing band The Situation. From what I gather The
Situation is more of a rotating collective than a band with a constant lineup. On this day, The Situation was a three
piece. Julian on guitar, fiddle player John Lane, and bassist Logan Perez. The first tune out of the gate was a lilting
slow ballad. What struck me initially was Julian’s voice. It does not sound like the voice of a man that isn’t even old
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enough to order a mimosa at Bluegrass Brunch. It sounds more like the voice of someone who ran around with
Hank Sr. or Gene Autry back in the day than it does a nineteen-year-old guitar picker who is just breaking into the
acoustic music scene.
They followed that with an instrumental tune during which Julian took a moment to showcase those guitar skills I’d
heard so much about. Proving just how talented he is and playing lightning fast runs as the now packed bar
erupted into applause. Their third song – the original “Somewhere Lonely” – served as proof that not only can he
sing like an old soul and play guitar like a man possessed, but he can also write some pretty catchy tunes. A very
true to the original version of The Osborne Brothers’ “Breaking In A Brand New Pair Of Shoes” was up next. Then
after making a joke about the ridiculous amount of Grateful Dead tribute bands he noticed on the One Stop’s
upcoming schedule, the trio dove head-first into “Morning Dew.” It was so hauntingly sung that you could feel the
hairs on your neck standing up as it made it’s way from a mountain man style ballad to a very un-bluegrass like
psychedelic laden jam before dropping on a dime back into a passionate melodic ballad.
Maybe sensing they’d gotten a little too weird during “Morning Dew” The Situation settled into a run of songs
more fit for a Sunday afternoon. A spot on take on the Del McCoury version of “Cold, Rain, and Snow.” A version of
Tony Rice’s “Old Train” that proved, that what Julian sometimes seems to lack in confident stage presence he more
than makes up for in skill. A scorching version of “Little Maggie” that again made you wonder how these sounds
could be coming out of such a young person. A familiar sounding fiddle song that gave the other two members of
The Situation a chance to share the spotlight for a few moments. Interspersed into the cover heavy set we were
also treated to a few more original Julian Davis compositions.
The two originals that really stood out to my ears were a song he called “Home Sweet Blues” about missing his
hometown in rural Kansas and an epic musical saga called “Soul Of Elma Sands.” For what seemed like fifteen
minutes the three musicians took us on an exploratory journey that was every bit as intricate as the story of the
actual murder and court case that inspired the song. The jammed out portion of the song was easily the highlight
of the show and the moment I first realized maybe those friends of mine that had been fluffing Julian so hard
weren’t as far off their rockers as I had assumed. Again, as not to leave us on such a psychedelic note the trio then
delivered a bass driven, almost juke jam style version of Bill Monroe’s “Can’t You Hear Me Calling” before
retreating from the stage for a well deserved set break.
After a break lasting only fifteen minutes and clocking in at only thirty minutes you could almost call the second set
more like a really, really long encore. “Bluest Man In Town” was up first, which again had Julian sounding more like
a modern day Jimmie Rodgers than a kid who is barely even old enough to vote. Fiddle player John Lane again took
a few moments to shine on the version of “99 Years (and One Dark Day)” that was up next. In perhaps another nod
to the Deadhead crowd that the One Stop caters too, the trio then gave their take on the Dead’s “Loser” which
seamlessly detoured into Lynryd Skynyrd’s “That Smell” before finding it’s way to it’s final verse. The only real low
points of the show followed. “Roll In My Sweet Baby’s Arms” suffered from the band not having brought a banjo
player along for the gig. Playing that song without one just doesn’t seem right, and musically it fell a little flat. The
Peter Rowan/Bill Monroe masterpiece “Walls Of Time” also fell a tad flat, as great as Julian’s vocal skills are, in my
opinion this wasn’t the best choice to showcase them. Peter’s vocals are just so perfect on that song and the style
doesn’t lend itself well to how Julian sings. Fortunately, they made up for it with the closing combo of “Midnight
Rider” and “Freeborn Man.” Neither song really fits in the bluegrass wheelhouse, but they nailed them both.
As he toyed with the audience, we lapped it up. He’d shred, we’d cheer, he’d give us a lick, we’d repay him with
hoots and hollers. He delivered both songs like a man possessed, eyes seemingly ready to pop out of his head. If I
wanted to be hyperbolic I could say he seemed like a “younger better Larry Keel” or “the next Billy Strings”, but I
don’t want to get ahead of myself or put too much pressure on the kid. He clearly has the skills, both vocally and
musically to make it far in this music biz, but he is still green and a tad rough around the edges. He doesn’t seem
quite ready to lead a band, although I suppose that’s to be expected. After all he is only 19 years old and was kind
of thrust into the spotlight when his former gig with the Jeff Austin Band came to a tragic end earlier this year. He
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does have chops, no doubt, but at times he doesn’t seem to leave enough space for his band mates to gel around
him. He is a tad awkward when he is interacting with the audience, and like many other young performers he
definitely needs a wider array of original tunes to carry his show. Those are the only negative observations I
noticed during the immensely enjoyable set. My hunch is that with a few more miles under his belt and a few more
years of experience he’ll overcome some of those minor flaws.
I know he made a fan out of me the other day and I think it’s safe to assume I’m not the only one. I’m guessing that
with the buzz he’s gaining nationally and the thirst Asheville music fans have for live music, the next time he rolls
through town he won’t be playing to fifty people trying to enjoy mimosas and “Huevos Banjeros.” Again, just a
hunch, but I think it’s safe to assume he’ll be a tad too big for a gig like Bluegrass Brunch next time he makes his
way to Western North Carolina. Hopefully, it’s sooner rather than later.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.juliandavismusic.com
www.facebook.com/Baldmtnboys
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Review: Electric Hot Tuna
Posted Aug 28, 2019

Asheville, NC
Words & Photos by @ratdogfreak
Additional Photographs by J Scott Shrader Photography
Back in 1969, as the Summer of Love was on its deathbed,
Jorma Kaukonen and Jack Casady ventured away from their
psychedelic roots and formed a little blued based band to
occupy their time in between Jefferson Airplane gigs. That is
where the Hot Tuna story began.
Flash forward 50 years and Jorma and Jack are still at it. Over
the last five decades Hot Tuna has had many different
configurations, both acoustic and electric. In recent years, as
the road warriors have grown older, they have seemingly
settled into the acoustic side of their musical journey.
Oftentimes playing just the two of them, or with mandolinist
Barry Mitterhoff. However this year, with their golden
anniversary upon them Hot Tuna decided to plug back in and
take their new electric trio, with drummer Justin Guip, for a
spin around the country.
This past Wednesday night Hot Tuna’s celebratory tour rolled
into western North Carolina for a gig at the famed Asheville
club, The Orange Peel. Warming up for Hot Tuna was the
bluegrass duo of Rob Ickes and Trey Hensley. Rob and Trey
are about as perfect as a bluegrass duo can be. Rob’s dobro
playing is unparalleled and the young Trey Hensley can wow
a crowd with both his near perfect singing chops and his
masterful command of an acoustic guitar.
Over the course of their hour long set they treated the near
capacity crowd with a nice mix of Trey Hensley originals and
fitting cover versions of other people’s songs. A few songs
into their set Rob commented from stage that he viewed his
band mate as one of the greatest guitarists on the planet,
adding that “If anyone disagrees now, you won’t by the end
of the night.” He wasn’t wrong, on multiple occasions, Trey’s
playing elicited cheers from the fans, most of whom had
probably never even heard his name before, much less his
music.
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Of course Rob is no slouch either. He’s widely considered one
of the best dobro players in the country, and watching him
perform makes it evident why he is held in such high regard
by those in the bluegrass community. At times the two
players seemed to be in a battle to out play each other, while
also leaving enough space in the music for the other to shine.
It’s truly a euphoric experience watching the two of them
work their collective magic.
Based on the reactions from the crowd they made more than
a few new fans during their time on stage.
As great as Rob and Trey were, this was Hot Tuna’s night, and
the anticipation was building all night as we waited for the
legends to take the stage. When they finally did grace us with
their presence the crowd erupted with applause.
The first three songs were fairly standard blues numbers,
that despite the “electric” nature of the show, wouldn’t have
felt too terribly out of place at a regular acoustic Hot Tuna
show. It was on the fourth song, “I Can’t Be Satisfied” that
things finally took a turn into the direction I had been hoping
for. Jorma switched guitars just after the third song, and with
it seemed to switch personalities as well. The second he
strapped that guitar on and strummed it for the first time the
whole scene turned REALLY electric. So loud, and so filthy,
that I wouldn’t be surprised if a few of the septuagenarians
in the audience didn’t get a little scared.
Jack and Justin were locked in as Jorma shredded like few
can while almost growling into his microphone. We were
witnessing, old school electric power trio music at its finest,
and the crowd was eating it up.
Jorma and Jack are obviously very used to playing together,
but what shocked me was how well Justin sounded adding
drums behind these two musical icons. He was the perfect
man for the job, adding fills and backbeats, without being too
overpowering. He seemed to approach his role with the goal
of simply complementing what Jorma and Jack were doing
rather than attempting to steal the show. Jorma and Jack
would congregate around his kit while they were playing,
only retreating long enough to reach the microphones that
flanked the stage to sing a verse, before huddling back
together at the center stage.
One of the highlights of the night came mid set when they
busted out the old Jefferson Airplane song “Trial By Fire.” It
started off with a bass intro by Jack, that proved why he is
considered one of the best bassists of all time, while Justin
added little complimentary fills. Eventually Jorma came in at
started a playful little back and forth with Jack. Musically
bouncing little licks off each other for a few minutes before
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settling into the meat of the song. Once they did finally make it into “Trial By Fire” it was as magical as anything
I’ve heard them play in the 25 years I’ve been watching them perform. Led by Jack’s spectacular playing, Hot Tuna
put on a clinic reminding the music lovers in the crowd that long before there was even such thing as a “jamband”
trailblazers like Hot Tuna were paving the way for the music scene as we know it today.
The other high-water mark of the show was “Walkin’ Blues.” Very different than the versions we as Deadheads are
used to, this take was a very loud. very electric, and very dirty, distortion filled shred-fest. As Jorma and Jack
proved that, in addition to being one of the OG jambands they are also one of the best electrical blues bands that
has ever lived. Justin took this song to show us what he had as well. Really taking the time to shine, he carried
“Walkin’ Blues” just as much, if not more, that the two legends he had the task of backing. All while grinning ear to
ear at the honor it must’ve been to be the man chosen for this specific chore.
The most interesting musical journey of the evening was the set closing version of the Hot Tuna classic “Funky #7.”
The song started with a very jazzy drum into from Justin. Jack eventually joined in and started dropping bombs
over the drum beat before eventually settling to a very funky drum and bass jam for a minute or so. Then as the
two of them became completely immersed in their groove, here comes Jorma paying straight heavy metal guitar
licks over the funky backbeat from the rhythm section. Before we found ourselves at the end of the song the trio
had wandered their way through multiple types of jams. They made their way from the standard kind of jam you
expect from a rock and roll band, into the kind of electric blues jam Hot Tuna has come to be known for, into one
of the most psychedelic things I’ve heard in a long time.
Reminding us that, despite having slowed down a bit over the years, they are still not that far removed from their
roles as pioneers of psychedelic music. The schizophrenic nature of the journey worked the crowd into a frenzy.
Even the fans that had chosen to enjoy the show from their seats were now on their feet, engrossed in the music,
hurling applause towards the stage, and even swaying back and forth a little bit. At the exact moment we were
collectively going to explode from joy due to the music they were making they brought it to a raucous abrupt stop,
and just like that they put down their instruments and walked off stage. It was one of those “mic drop” moments
in which you could tell their purpose was a little reminder that, despite, their age, they still one of the best in the
business. Always have been, and always will be.
For the encore Hot Tuna brought our Rob and Trey for a version of “Baby What You Want Me To do.” Oftentimes
musical collaborations like these fall flat, or just don’t work for a myriad of reasons. That was not the case this
evening. Rob and Trey both added so much to the sounds that it was impossible not to be moved. Trey and Jorma
were locked into, what I can only describe as, a guitar duel. Each showing the other what they had. Rob adding to
the assault with a few rock n roll dobro licks of his own.
You could tell everyone on stage was having as much fun as we were out on the Orange Peel floor. As the intensity
of the jam built, so did the energy in the crowd. It was the perfect way to end a perfect evening of amazing music.
If Hot Tuna’s 50th anniversary tour makes it anywhere near your town, I urge you to make it a point to get to the
show. After five decades Jorma and Jack still have it. They can still command an audience with the best of them,
and they can still find new and fresh ways to blow your minds. Plus you should ALWAYS go see the legends every
chance you get, you never know when you won’t have another chance.
Set list:
Hot Tuna: August 28, 2019 @ The Orange Peel, Asheville, NC Been So Long; Hesitation Blues; Barbeque King; I
Can’t Be Satisfied; Hit Single #1; Sleep Song; Trial By Fire, Bowlegged Woman, Knock Kneed Man; Sea Child; Good
Shepard, Walkin’ Blues; Funky #7 Encore: Baby What You Want Me To Do (with Rob Ickes & Trey Hensley)
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Festival Review: Dark Star Orchestra
Posted Aug 23, 2019

The Pisgah Jubilee @ Pisghah Brewing Company
Black Mountain, NC
Words & Photos by @ratdogfreak
This past weekend Dark Star Orchestra made their 9th annual
August pilgrimage to the sleepy Western North Carolina town of
Black Mountain. Over the last handful of years DSO has chosen to
make the Pisgah Brewing Company the last stop on their summer
tour. This year, with the help of “All Good Presents,” they brought a
handful of their fellow musical cohorts along for the ride.
Over the course of weekend concert goers were treated with main
stage sets from Peter Rowan, Midnight North, and California Kind.
All as a part of what was dubbed “The Pisgah Jubilee,” an obvious
nod to the long running “Dark Star Jubilee” that the band hosts
every summer in Ohio. Black Mountain is located roughly fifteen
miles east of Asheville in a part of North Carolina that is known for
its large Deadhead population. On any given night in the Asheville
area you can venture out to a local bar or brewery and catch a
random band playing Dead songs to a room full of eager ears.
Despite the local saturation of Grateful Dead cover bands local
music lovers were happy to fork over their hard-earned money to
spend a weekend with the band that many consider to be the best
in the game. With no onsite camping the two day “Pisgah Jubilee”
fell somewhere between a festival and a concert. In addition to the
main stage, which sits a breathtaking field in the shadows of the
Appalachian Mountains, there was also a full schedule of bands
tapped to play on the side stage inside the brewery’s taproom.
The Friday festivities got started with a rocking set from California
Kind, a rare treat for us east coasters. When the first band of the
weekend is a “super group” featuring the likes of John Molo, Barry
Sless and Pete Sears you know you’re in for a great weekend of
music. As the youngest fans in the crowd were splashing around in
the creek that runs along the back of the venue, and others perused
the wares available from the vendors that dotted the perimeter of
the concert field, California Kind took to the stage. They hit the
ground running with a cover of Bob Dylan’s “Tonight I’ll Be Staying
Here With You.”
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From there California Kind treated us to an hour long set of mostly
original tunes with a few choice covers sprinkled in. While still
somewhat new on the touring circuit California Kind has a sound
that seems eons greater than your average “new” band. With the
time Sears, Molo and Sless have logged together in both Moonalice
and The David Nelson Band, California Kind has the cohesiveness of
an act that has been together for years. Add keyboard wizard Rob
Barraco to the mix and you get a band that, while still fresh, has the
feel of a weathered touring juggernaut. Of course it doesn’t hurt
that Katie Skene has the voice of an angel and original lyrics that
feel so familiar you are tricked into thinking you’ve been hearing
these songs your whole life.
Over the course of their set they blew more than a few minds with
their infectious original music and unique takes on other people’s
compositions. Most notably a version of Grateful Dead’s
“Tennessee Jed” that felt more like a ragtime band from the 1920’s
were playing it than the versions we Deadheads have grown
accustomed to, and a version of Stevie Wonder’s “Higher Ground”
that featured outstanding vocals from Mr. Barraco and some of the
funkiest guitar licks I’ve ever heard Barry Sless lay down.
Those of us that took the time to rush to the taproom after
California Kind’s set were treated to a blistering set from Montana
bluegrass band The Lil’ Smokies. As part of the current swarm of
“newgrass” bands making the rounds these days The Lil’ Smokies
are always a fun band to watch. Their Friday evening set was no
exception.
At one point during their set fiddler Jake Simpson commented from
the stage that “Music is a very special thing that can take you to
another place.” During their short set The Lil’ Smokies did just that,
took us all to another place. Their vocal harmonies are a real treat
and each musician seems to master their instrument. Most notably,
dobro player Andy Dunnigan, who was able to keep the crowd
hanging on every note as he led the rest of the band through a
raucous performance.
The highlight of their set included their original song “Winded”
during which they got so lost in the music as the throng of dancers
grooved in unison that it was almost hard to remember what song
they were actually playing. Another highlight was the Beatles
“Paperback Writer” that was so intense in brought the entire crowd
to the peak of insanity.
After The Lil’ Smokies set it was time for the host band to hit the
stage for their first two sets of the weekend. On this night Dark Star
Orchestra chose to recreate a Grateful Dead show that happened
just over thirty years ago, on May 3, 1979 in Charlotte, NC.
Personally I’m in the camp of folks that prefers when DSO doesn’t
announce what show they are going to play ahead of time. For me
it takes the element of surprise out of a Dark Star show. That being
said even though we had known for months what show they were
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going to cover they were still able to surprise us with the
competency in which they delivered it.
The Show Jerry and The Boys did 30 years and 100 miles from
where we stood looked like this:
Charlotte Coliseum, Charlotte, NC
May 3, 1979
Set One: Promised Land, Brown Eyed Women, Me and My Uncle,
Big River, Stagger Lee, Looks Like Rain, Row Jimmy, It’s All Over
Now, Deal
Set Two: Samson and Delilah, Tennessee Jed, Terrapin Station->
Playin’ in the Band-> Drums/Space-> Black Peter-> Not Fade Away->
Playin’ Reprise
Encore: U.S. Blues
As Dark Star is known to do, they did a magnificent job at not only
re-creating music that happened three decades ago, but also were
able to keep it sounding fresh with their energetic stage presence
and (somewhat) youthful exuberance. In these current times with
the slower paced Dead & Company and the balls to the wall in your
face stylings of JRAD sharing the space on the top of Grateful Dead
mountain it’s really nice to enjoy some more spot on renditions of
the songs we all know and love. There are times during a DSO show
when if you close your eyes and use a little imagination it really
does feel (almost) like the real deal.
That perfect second when they collectively stop on a dime to end
“Me & My Uncle” before diving into “Big River.” The collective
anticipation just before Jeff Mattson croons “Inspiration, move me
brightly.” During moments like those it’s easy to understand why
Dark Star Orchestra continues to draw large crowds of Deadheads
every time they roll through town. All in all they did a superb job
taking the us back to 1979 for a few hours.
After working the crowd into a frenzy during the “US Blues” encore
which featured a pair of skeleton suit clad dancers waving flags
from atop the speaker stacks in front of the stage the band found
themselves with a few extra minutes before the curfew. With that
extra time they were able to tack on a nice one two punch of Jerry
Garcia Band’s “Cats Under The Stars” and Jefferson Airplane’s
psychedelic anthem “White Rabbit.” Both “filler” tunes featured
Lisa Mackey, who as the group’s “Donna” had to sit out the recreation of the 1979 show that happened just months after the real
Donna had left the Grateful Dead. As the only remaining original
member of DSO, many in the crowd were elated that Lisa got her
chance to work her magic. Her spot on Grace Slick impersonation
during “White Rabbit” was easily one of the highlights of the
evening.
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As the final notes made their way from the stage some of the crowd
collapsed into a puddle of sweat and dust on the concert field
before slowly sauntering out, under a full moon, into the cool North
Carolina evening. Those of us that were still up for a little more
musical bliss made our way back into the taproom for a fun set of
psychedelic madness from Nashville’s Tennessee’s Captain
Midnight Band.
The Saturday portion of the show got under way as former
Bluegrass Boy and Old & In the Way guitarist Peter Rowan took the
stage to treat us to set of music featuring tunes both old and new.
Just before 4pm Peter Rowan made his way onto the stage dressed
to the nines in a Cowboy hat, fancy turquoise shirt, black robe and
flip flops. He regaled us with a story about his old friend Jerome
(Jerry Garcia) convincing him to give this song of his to the New
Riders of the Purple Sage before busting into a solo version of
“Panama Red” that made its way into the Elizabeth Cotton classic
“Freight Train” before finally finding its way to the final verse.
Peter then invited North Carolina local, and a member of his Peter
Rowan Bluegrass Band, mandolin player Chris Henry out for the
rest of the performance. Peter and Chris worked their way through
a set of older tunes that were familiar to the Deadhead filled crowd,
newer Peter Rowan compositions, and a few choice bluegrass
classics. It was a perfect way to start a Saturday afternoon.
So many of our musical legends have lost a step or two these days,
but not Peter. He is still able to please the crowd with his unique
vocal patterns and very competent guitar work. These living legends
have been leaving us at such a rapid pace lately that it’s always a
special treat when we get to see them do their things one more
time.
Which is why it was such a shock to me that the crowd was so
sparse when Peter was on stage. I mean I get that his set was early
in the day, but it broke my heart that there weren’t more people on
hand to watch him work his magic.
Up next was a quick set in the taproom from local Asheville band
Campfire Reverends, which features Bobby Miller on mandolin. For
those of you that don’t know who Bobby Miller is, you should take
some time to educate yourselves. His chops are so good it’s baffling
to me that he’s never gained a following outside of the
southeastern United States.
After the Campfire Reverends did their thing it was time for the set
of the weekend I was most looking forward to, Midnight North. In
their few short years of existence Midnight North has grown from
one of the Terrapin Crossroads house bands into one of the most
exciting live bands on the planet. This was only their fourth time in
the Asheville area, but you could tell by watching the crowd that
they already have quite a following around here.
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From the opening notes of the Midnight North original “Miss M” to
the final notes of the traditional gospel cover “Keep Your Lights
Trimmed And Burning” their portion of the program did not
disappoint those of us that were already familiar with Midnight
North. Additionally, I have a hunch that they made a plethora of
new fans over the course of their 75-minute set.
After cycling through a few drummers in their early years Midnight
North has settled on Nathan Graham for the last few years and he
has really found his place as the fifth member of Midnight North.
You can tell he and bassist Connor O’Sullivan really enjoy playing
together and they gel as well as you could hope a rhythm section
to. Grahame Lesh has blossomed into an amazing guitar player and
Alex Jordan and Elliott Peck somehow manage to get better every
time I have the pleasure of watching them play.
Their set on Saturday consisted of crowd pleasing favorites like “The
Highway Song,” “Greene County” and “Roamin’“ as well a few rarer
selections such as a near perfect version of “One Night Stand” and
an Elliott Peck led version of CSN&Y’s “Woodstock,” in an obvious
nod to another little music festival that took place 50 years ago this
very weekend.
Some of the crowd took the break after Midnight North’s set to
wander back into the taproom for a funky set from local Asheville
favorites The Snozzberries, while others spent their time resting up
for the impending Dark Star sets.
Unlike the first night, DSO chose to create an original set list for
their third and fourth sets of the weekend. They came out of the
gate strong with a one two punch of “Bertha” -> “Good Lovin’” that
proved from the get go they were not here to play around. Say
what you will about tribute bands, you can tell that DSO takes their
role as carriers of the Grateful Dead torch seriously. They put on a
near perfect first set that proved why they’ve been able to make
such a successful career doing what they do.
Although I suppose that shouldn’t be shocking as Jeff Mattson and
Rob Barraco have been playing these songs together for longer than
the actual Grateful Dead did, and Rob Eaton’s Bob Weir imitations
are next level right down to his enthusiastic Bobby screams and leg
kicks.
Highlights of set one included Barraco’s key work on a fun version
of “Deep Elem Blues” and Lisa Mackey’s harmonica work on Chuck
Berry’s “Let It Rock.” Another highlight was a sublime version of
“We Can Run” which as far as Dead tunes goes doesn’t really get
the love that many others do.
As used to be the case during actual Grateful Dead shows, the
second set was used to jam, and jam they did. A “Music Never
Stopped” opener followed by an amazing version of “Dear
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Prudence” got the crowd primed. DSO then wandered their way
through a set of segues without stopping until the closing notes of
the set.
Highlights of the monster sandwich included a very spacey jam after
before the “Drums” portion of the set during which both guitarists
left the stage and Skip Vangeles and Rob Barraco added their flares
while the drummers settled in for their solos. Also of note was
“Comes A Time” which was quite possibly the best song of the
weekend. Lisa harmonized with Jeff Mattson in a way that nearly
brought tears to my eyes while Rob ever so slightly tickled the keys.
Midnight North’s Alex Jordan joined in the fun on the set closing
“One More Saturday Night, taking an organ solo as the same
skeleton clad dancers from the night before flanked the stage
dancing to the sounds pouring from the band.
Before their encore DSO thanked their crew for all their hard work
and Rob Eaton explained that he had lost someone who was like a
father figure to him. In honor of Mr. Eaton’s loss the band launched
into a crowd-pleasing Box Of Rain that had everyone wishing the
weekend wasn’t so close to its end. Box made its way into the
second Beatles cover of the night “Revolution” which in the current
political climate has seemingly regained some of the same
importance it held back in the 1960’s.
Then poof, just like that, it was over. Sure some folks wandered
inside for the weekend closing funk set from Josh Phillips Feel
Good, but most said their goodbyes and hopped in their Ubers or
started the long stumble up the road to the local Super 8 Motel or
KOA Kampground. Our feet were tired from dancing, our hearts
were full of love, and our spirits were rejuvenated.
I don’t know if the Pisgah Jubilee will happen again, but it’s a safe
bet that DSO will continue to make Pisgah a regular stop on their
tour. It’s also safe to assume the local Deadhead community will
continue to show up and give their love to the band that has been
doing its best to keep the Grateful Dead spirit alive for over 20
years.

The Setlists:
Dark Star Orchestra – Friday August 16, 2019 Set One: Promised
Land, Brown Eyed Women, Me & My Uncle-> Big River, Stagger Lee,
Look Like Rain, Row Jimmy, It’s All Over Now, Deal Set Two: Samson
& Delilah, Tennessee Jed, Terrapin Station-> Playin’ In The Band->
Drums/Space-> Black Peter-> Not Fade Away-> Playin’ Reprise
Encore: US Blues Filler: Cats Under The Stars, White Rabbit
Peter Rowan w/ Chris Henry – Saturday August 17, 2019 Panama
Red*-> Freight Train*-> Panama Red*, Doc Watson Morning, New
River Train, hobo Song, ?All These Lonely Pilgrims?, Free Mexican
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Airforce, Angel Band, Midnight Moonlight, The Light In Carter
Stanley’s Eyes, Land Of The Navajo, I’m Calling You * = Performed
solo w/o Chris Henry
Midnight North – Saturday August 17, 2019 Miss M, Earthquakes,
The Highway Song, Long View-> One Night Stand, Everyday, Greene
County, Don’t Do It, Playing A Poor Hand Well, Under The Lights,
Woodstock, Roamin’, Keep Your Lights Trimmed & Burning
Dark Star Orchestra – Saturday August 17, 2019 Set One: Bertha->
Good Lovin’, Dire Wolf, Black Throated Wind, Deep Elem Blues, We
Can Run, Mama Tried-> Mexicali Blues, Peggy O, Jack Straw-> Let It
Rock Set Two: The Music Never Stopped, Dear Prudence, Let It
Grow-> Saint Stephen-> Uncle John’s Band-> Drums/Space-> Dark
Star-> UJB Reprise-> Comes A Time-> One More Saturday Night *
Encore: Box Of Rain-> Revolution * = w/ Alex Jordan on organ
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On Thursday, May 9, Lindsay Lou released two brand new songs. “Keep
On Going” and “The Great Defender” on digital platforms everywhere. On
Friday, May 10, and Saturday, May 11, Lindsay Lou and her band chose
the Aiken Bluegrass Festival (ABF) as the place to celebrate the occasion.
At one point during a songwriter’s round robin, the host – Benny “Burle”
Galloway – asked if the audience had any questions, and when no one
responded he offered up a question of his own, “Hey Lindsay, where are
your wings?” I’m assuming he was implying that anyone with a voice as
angelic as Lindsay Lou’s must have a pair of wings hiding somewhere.
Perhaps those wings also helped her move around the festival grounds so
rapidly, as there were times it seemed Lindsay was everywhere at the
festival.
Somehow in between playing two full sets with her band as well as a
handful of guest appearances, Ms. Lou was kind enough to carve out a
few minutes to sit down and have a conversation with MusicMarauders.
Shortly after her main stage set with her band and, moments before she
joined her friends Terrapin Mountain on stage, she sat down with me to
discuss her newly released songs, her thoughts on fests like Aiken Bluegrass Festival, and a slew of other topics.
During her first set of the weekend she likened festivals like ABF to family reunions and added that none are quite
like Aiken. I asked her to expand on that thought a little bit. “As a musician, it starts for me with the other musicians. I come and I get to see my friends, my neighbors. We have this musical family. You go through these landmark experiences as people, these things that have big impacts on your life path and then you find yourselves on
the same path as those around you, and it’s festivals like this one that bring us all back together.” Adding that “We
have a bond. People who have a common interest of music and community are able to come together at places
like this. We all have our own little families and year after year those families grow larger and it starts to feel like
coming home.”
Recently Lindsay Lou and her longtime band mates Josh Rilko and PJ George have rounded out their sound with
drums, and for her sets at ABF they even added keyboards from Mr. Jimmy Rowland. In recent years I’ve heard
some bluegrass or acoustic music purists are not thrilled with this new electrified Lindsay Lou sound, but in this
writer’s opinion those people couldn’t be more wrong. Not only does the larger band allow more room for Lindsay’s songs to grow and reach a larger audience, but it also sounds pretty freaking good. For those of you that are

bitter about her dropping the “and the Flatbellys” from their name, Lindsay made it absolutely clear where her
band mates stand on the name change. “Even though we’re now called Lindsay Lou, we are still very much a band,
and this band is a family.”
Lindsay and her family’s first appearance at ABF was Friday evening inside on the Steve’s Hall stage. They hit the ground running
with a version of her original song “Sugar” followed by a fantastic
take on John’ Prine’s “Pretty Good.” What followed was a
seventy-minute set that was a perfect mixture of Lindsay Lou
originals as well as some choice covers. Among the covers there
was a version of “Long Face” that featured such brilliant key work
from Mr. Jimmy that their version sounded like it originated from
even deeper in the swamp than Bobby Charles’ original did. They
also worked their way through short versions of Grateful Dead’s
“Eyes Of The World” and Bill Withers’ “I Wish You Well.”
Despite the more electric configuration of this new band, the bluegrass roots still percolate up fairly often. Josh’s
mandolin work on songs like “Satellite” very much hearkened back to the sound of Flatbellys’ early work. The quiet
acoustic sounds of “Barely There” put those folks in the “it’s not bluegrass” camp in their place. Another highlight
of the set was a cover of Townes Van Zandt’s “Two Hands” in which Mr. Jimmy went completely nuts on his keyboards sending his sounds swirling around the room while Lindsay led the crowd in an old-style gospel sing along.
“I got one heart, gonna fill it up with music.” Lindsay Lou and her band were not only filling our hearts with music,
but they were also doing their best to use the heat from their stage as a counterbalance to the air conditioning
that was pouring from the Steve’s Hall vents.
On Saturday Lindsay and her band found themselves out under the sun as they kicked off the second day of music
on the Aiken Stage. In keeping with the gospel feel of their Friday evening set they kicked things off with a version
of Rev. Gary Davis’ “I Belong To The Band, Hallelujah!” that had us all feeling like our Sunday morning church services had arrived a day early. The entirety of Saturday’s set had a much more acoustic feel to it, with Josh playing
much more mandolin as opposed to the electric guitar heavy Friday evening set. In addition they seemed to use
this set to showcase more of their original music instead of relying so heavily on cover songs to fill their set list. We
heard versions of “Hot Hands,” “Go There Alone” and set closing version of the aforementioned brand-new tune
“Keep On Going.” Which brings me back to what was supposed to be the point of this article – the new songs.
I asked Lindsay why she chose to release the new songs two at a time,
instead of the more traditional route of releasing an entire album. “I am
releasing them as singles because it seems like something I can do easily.
It’s feasible, it’s practical, and it keeps everybody up to date on where we
are at at this exact moment,” she said. “I want to constantly be releasing
music because I’m growing so much, so fast, that I want to be letting people know what I’m creating now.”
Expanding on that thought she talked about how her and her band are “out
there playing shows all the time, but not everybody can be at our shows, a
lot more people can listen to this one track that we’ve made for them. Part
of it also has to do with how people consume music these days,” adding
that it’s also much easier on a band to release one or two songs at a time.
“An album, a whole record, is like a record of time, it’s a larger piece, that
you really have to be ready for as an individual artist, and as a band.
As we talked about it, it didn’t feel like the vibe was ‘Let’s make a new
record.’ It felt like the vibe was like ‘Let’s just record some music’ and
‘Maybe we can release some music,’ but I don’t think it was time to make a
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whole record right now.” Even jokingly referring to the fact that they should probably pay off her Southland album
before they take on the task of releasing another one. This is a trend that Lindsay Lou seems to plan on continuing.
“We’ve got the two songs this month and we’re going to release another couple in June, and I’ve got even more
already in the can that are also ready to be released.”
She did hint at a future full-length album she was hoping to record soon with a side project she works with called
The Sweet Water Warblers. The Sweet Water Warblers consist of Lindsay Lou, guitarist May Erlewine, and fiddler
Rachel Davis. I asked her about the current prominence of women musicians in the live music scene. “We as
women aren’t taking over, there’s still way more dudes, but we’re finally being given some space, and that is a very
majestic thing that’s happening in our community right now. We are being given the space, so that our own voices
can be heard, not through the translation of a man, but from within ourselves. I think it’s a really beautiful thing.”
I mentioned how that was a welcomed contrast to how women seem to be being held down in our day to day
society. “You say ‘women are being held down,’ but I think that’s only part of it, I am a goddess and you are a god,
and we all have our personal powers. That power is way stronger than any of us realize, just as much as you say
‘women are being held back’ I also think that we also hold ourselves back, but we’re all on the same team now. As
women we are saying ‘hey let’s stop holding ourselves back’ and dudes are saying ‘hey ladies don’t hold yourselves
back, teach me what I am doing that’s holding you back. How can I be on your team so that you have your space to
be heard in all your goddess beauty? What do you have to contribute from your own self?’ Because the more that
the balance is set right, so that women are heard as much as men, everyone is going to be better for it.”
Given our surroundings at the time of our conversation I would have been remiss if I didn’t ask her
about the Michigan connection. Not only was her
musical partner Josh Rilko jamming his heart out
on stage, but so was Greg Burns, who has a fairly
prominent day job, with another Michigan-based
band as the front of house engineer for Greensky
Bluegrass.
In addition, hours later Lindsay would find herself
on stage as a guest vocalist with another fellow
Michigander, Billy Strings and his Psychedelic
Circus, adding vocals on a trio of songs during
their marathon late night set. Lindsay joined the
Psychedelic Circus for “Right Place, Wrong Time,”
“That’s What Love Will Make You Do” and a version of Led Zeppelin’s “Good Times, Bad Times” that was not only
the highlight of the set, but showcased Lindsay’s vocals in such a manner that Robert Plant himself would’ve been
in awe. So what is it about Michigan anyway? “This is something I’ve actually thought a lot about” said Lindsay.
“Part of it is that we sort of have an island mentality up there. You don’t pass though Michigan to get to someplace
else. If you’re there, you’re there intentionally. Those of us that were there, or are there, are all a part of this club
and we’re all in it together, we’re all there for the same reason.”
As she heard her cue from stage to start getting ready for yet another sit in, this time adding her celestial vocals to
Terrapin Mountain’s version of “The Great Pretender,” I asked her one more question. I asked her, if it were up to
her, what would she like to read in an article about her and her music. “I just want to hear what you have to say,
about what I’m doing and what’s going on, and if you want to use some of my words and quote me that’s great,
but that’s not what I’m looking forward to when I read an article. I just want to know what does this person think
about what’s going on.”
Well what I think is going on is that Lindsay Lou is growing exponentially as an artist. I think Lindsay Lou and her
band have built a solid foundation on which they will hopefully expand upon for many years to come. I think
Lindsay Lou and her band have captured a lot of people’s attention, and I for one can’t wait to see what they have
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to show us in the future. If you too want to hear what’s going on, I urge you to check out her two brand new tunes.
If you like them, keep your ears peeled for the next pair of new tunes that are set to be released on June 7. If those
songs capture your attention and, like me, you fall in love with her sound, do your best to check her band out
when they come to your town. Lindsay Lou’s extended musical family always has room for one more member.
www.LindsayLouMusic.com
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Western Carolina State Fairgrounds
Aiken, SC

Words & Photos by Jason Mebane
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Friday, May 10, 2019:
This past weekend, The Aiken Bluegrass Festival (ABF) returned to the Western Carolina State Fairgrounds in the
Augusta suburb of Aiken, South Carolina. While advertised as a bluegrass festival, the lineup was far more diverse
than it has been in years past. Don’t get me wrong, there was plenty of bluegrass music on the bill, but the lineup
was far more eclectic than your average “bluegrass” festival. The crowd that showed up this year for ABF’s 15th
installment was much smaller in comparison to last year when Greensky Bluegrass was on hand as the headliners.
The smaller size, however, didn’t make it any less fun for those of us that made our yearly pilgrimage to what has
become one of the best music festivals in the southeast.
One addition to this year’s festival was a third night of music for the
folks that purchased early entry passes. I was personally not there but
all reports are that Mimi Naja, and defacto master of ceremonies Benny
Galloway with his friend singer/songwriter Donna Hopkins both played
enjoyable sets for the lucky few that were already on site. The bulk of
the festival goers showed up and scrambled for camping spots early
Friday morning and, by the time the musical portion of the day started
at 3:00 pm, the campgrounds were filling up with people aching to get
their musical fix.
The first set of the day came from local Augusta band Doug and the Henrys on the new and improved Campfire
Stage. Last year the Campfire Stage was just a covered picnic table area, but this year it had been upgraded to an
actual stage complete with tie dyed backdrops and a state-of-the-art sound system. Vocalist and guitarist, Doug
Johnson, commented from stage that he and his band had been at Aiken “since the beginning.” I don’t know if that
means they’ve played all 15 years, but I know for sure they’ve at least been at each ABF I’ve attended. The band,
which is anchored by father and son duo Henry Wynn Jr. and Henry Wynn III ran through an hour-long set consisting of popular cover songs like “Don’t Think Twice,” “Hey Good Lookin’“ and even a choice version of Merle
Haggard’s “Mama Tried” in an obvious nod to the quickly approaching Mother’s Day holiday. For the most part the
thirty or forty people that had wandered over for this set were relaxing in camp chairs or on the stumps of wood
that acted as campfire stools readying themselves for a long day of music. There were, however, a few times that
the band played in such a manner that the audience was unable to resist the urge to get up and boogie a bit, most
notably during “Orange Blossom Special” and “Foggy Mountain Breakdown.” As their set ended the stage announcer gleefully exclaimed, “Aiken has officially started,” and those of us that had gathered for this set made our
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way to the inside stage known as Steve’s Hall for a set from the Montana bred jam-grass band The Kitchen
Dwellers.
The Kitchen Dwellers have been making a name for themselves
with their intense style of faster than lightning picking. I have
been hearing great things about these guys for a while now,
but this was my first time seeing them do their thing. While it is
not necessarily the brand of bluegrass that I prefer I can see
why they are making waves on the live music scene. They do
indeed jam. Hard. Each band member took a turn leading the
others on a musical journey. The highlights of their performance included a cover of The Band’s “Don’t Do It,” which had
everyone in the crowd joyously dancing around the hall, and
The Kitchen Dwellers original known as “Visions Of Mohr.” Apparently, the studio version of “Visions Of Mohr” was recorded
with Mihali of Twiddle fame and Friday’s version sounded exactly how you’d think a bluegrass song with the dude
from Twiddle would sound. With plenty of banjo and guitar effects, it got about as intense as a jam-grass song
could while stretching nearly fifteen minutes in its set closing slot.
The thing about multi-stage festivals like ABF is that once a band has finished on one stage another act is immediately starting on another, so with only seconds to spare the swarm of music lovers made their way outside to the
main stage, or as it is dubbed “The Aiken Stage,” for Wisconsin’s own Horseshoes and Hand Grenades. Horseshoes
and Hand Grenades have blown me away each and every time I’ve had the pleasure of crossing paths with them,
and this set under the hot southern sun was no exception. They are quite possibly the only bluegrass band that
successfully utilizes the harmonica, and in my personal opinion more bands should try it. You wouldn’t think a harmonica and a fiddle would sound so damn good together, but trust me they do. Their set was well received, and I’d
be shocked if they didn’t make at least a few new fans in Aiken this weekend. After their set we were forced to
make the first decision of the day as The Kitchen Dwellers were doing an acoustic set out on the Campfire Stage
and Lindsay Lou and her band were already tuning their instruments on the Steve’s Hall stage. Having already seen
The Kitchen Dwellers perform earlier, this decision was an easy one for me and we headed back inside to soak up a
little air conditioning while grooving to the sounds of Ms. Lou.
I’d like to now take a minute to throw heaps of praise on the ABF organizers. After fifteen years of throwing this party, they have really
learned how to adapt in ways to make the festival more enjoyable to
those that attend. From the family friendly atmosphere they create
with activities for the children, to the allowance of dogs, which is almost unheard of in this day and age, to the low-ticket prices, they really go out of their way to make their fest enjoyable for us attendees.
Perhaps the biggest of these luxuries is the air-conditioned hall in
which the side stage resides. So many music festivals ignore the
weather and just let us bake outside in the heat all day. Not ABF,
they have figured out a way to rotate the music so that we get moments of reprieve from the heat as the music
moves indoors to an air-conditioned room. More festivals should look at ABF as inspiration, because as a veteran
of music festivals, an air-conditioned side stage has to be, in my opinion, one of the greatest inventions of all time.
I digress though, because the sounds of Lindsay Lou are even more enjoyable than air conditioning on a hot day.
During this, their first set of the weekend, Lindsay and her band really treated us to something special. I’ve heard
more than one bluegrass fan lament that the “electrification” of Lindsay’s sound has bummed them out, but I
don’t see how anyone that has actually given their new sound a chance wouldn’t enjoy it. Don’t get me wrong I
totally understand why bluegrass purists would be turned off by electric guitars and drums and even, for this
weekend’s performances, a keyboard player. What I don’t understand, however, is how those purists refuse to
open their minds enough to realize that Lindsay and her band have evolved into something equally, if not more,
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enjoyable. For this set Lindsay and her band treated us to a nice mix of Lindsay Lou originals, most notably “Sugar”
and “Satellite” and covers that got the crowd moving like Grateful Dead’s “Eyes Of The World” and Bill Withers’ “I
Wish You Well.” After Lindsay Lou’s set, it was again time to quickly move outside to the Aiken Stage for what
turned out to be my favorite set of the day.
When given the task of writing about Billy Strings shows, I never know what to say. I mean he’s easily one of the
most exciting things going on in live music today. If I were to write that he is the only guitarist on the scene that
moves me as much as Jerry Garcia used to, I’d most likely just elicit eye rolls from those of you that aren’t hip to
what Billy and his band have been doing for the last few years. However that comparison isn’t that far off – he gets
so far lost in the music that often times it’s near impossible to tell who is having more fun, Billy or those of us in
the audience. At one point during his set Billy lamented from stage that “we’ve all learned a lot about ourselves at
Aiken, and if you don’t know what I’m talking about you’ll know by the end of the weekend.” I feel like he was
being generous because if there was anyone in the crowd that didn’t learn something about themselves during his
ninety-minute set, they most likely never will.

concert as it did at a bluegrass festival.

During their performance Billy and his band gave a clinic on bluegrass
picking. As most festival sets are, the bulk of the set was made up of
crowd-pleasing originals like “Turmoil & Tinfoil” and “Dust In The Baggie”
as well as a few covers that really spoke to the audience. Songs like “Doin’
My Time” which they were playing at the precise moment the clouds
rolled in and threatened to dump rain on all of us and Jackson Browne’s
“Runnin’ On Empty” both had the crowd worked into a frenzy. Fortunately
the rain barely fell allowing them to finish their set with a version of “Meet
Me At The Creek” that was so intense it would’ve fit just as well at a Slayer

By the time Billy’s set had ended and we had made our way back inside Steve’s Hall, The Cris Jacobs Band was
already on stage and midway through the first song of their set. I have caught The Cris Jacobs Band a few times
now, and to be honest they’re just not my thing. I know many people really dig what Cris and his band’s style, so I
am willing to admit that that is most likely on me, not on them. They truly are proficient at what they do. It’s just
not something I seem to “get.”
The remainder of the evening was all about Keller Williams and The Keels. Not only did they do their thing on the
“Aiken Stage” after Cris’ set, but they were also tapped to host the “Super Jam” to close day one. Keller, Larry and
Jenny have been collaborating so long that they are as close to grizzled veterans as ABF had to offer. As much as
people like to rag on Keller for his perceived cheesiness, there is no denying the fact that, when playing with Larry
and Jenny, the music is about as on point as one could hope for. Their set had it all. Keller songs (“Breathe”), Larry
songs (“Lizard Lady”), Keller & The Keels originals (“Crater”), Garcia/Hunter songs (“Dupree’s Diamond Blues”)
crowd pleasing pop music covers (“Rehab” and “Livin’ La Vida Loca”), dirty Larry licks, groovy Jenny bass lines and
even choreographed dance moves. Mr. Williams along with the “mayor and first lady of Aiken” put on a near perfect festival set that had everyone in attendance enjoying themselves to the utmost degree.
After a short break in action, our first of the day, the Super Jam
kicked off in Steve’s Hall just after midnight. The Super Jam was essentially an extension of the Keller and The Keels set with an augmented band. Joining them were Zebulon Bowles on fiddle, Larry
Keel Experience mandolinist Jared Pool, and a drummer, whom I
didn’t recognize. This extended lineup was really heating up by the
time I embarrassingly retired for the evening. I’m sure they put on a
great set I was just personally too tired to make it past their thirtyminute mark before I headed off to bed to rest up for day two of
The Aiken Bluegrass Festival.
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Saturday, May 11, 2019:
The second day of the fifteenth annual Aiken Bluegrass Festival officially got under way with an early morning yoga
session over near the Campfire Stage. If I were a betting man, I’d bet that most festival goers were still nursing
their musical hangovers at that time of day. I’m sure, however, that the folks that chose to stretch in the early
morning hours were better prepared for the long day of music we had ahead of us. Those of us that weren’t up
and moving in time for yoga instead eventually made our way to Steve’s Hall and relied on Colorado’s Tenth Mountain Division to loosen up our minds and bodies with their unique hybrid of bluegrass and rock n roll. They handled
their task of kicking off the second day’s worth of music quite well.
Once their short set was finished, the crowds gathered outside at the Aiken Stage for Lindsay Lou’s second set of
the weekend. This day’s set leaned a little more on the bluegrass part of their sound than their Friday set did with
Josh Rilko relying more on his mandolin playing and less on his electric guitar. Lindsay and her band were in great
spirits and put on quite the performance. Opening with a gospel tinged version of Rev. Gary Davis’ “Hallelujah I’m
In The Band” they tore their way through a set that again contained a nice mixture of Lindsay Lou originals and
cover songs. A few highlights included a currently unreleased song called “On Your Side,” a rocking version of
Canned Heat’s “Going Up The Country” and an amazing set closing version of Lindsay’s freshly released single
“Keep On Going.”
As soon as Lindsay’s set was over it was time to rush back
inside for the set I had been most looking forward to, Brad
Parsons and Starbird. For those of you not in the know, Brad
Parsons is an amazing singer/songwriter that recently relocated from Oregon to Georgia and Starbird is two parts
American Babies (Justin Mazer and Al Smith) and one-part
Cabinet (Dylan Skursky). Throw them all together into a
musical stew and you have a band that will blow your mind
every single time they play. Their set on Saturday afternoon
was quite possibly the best set I’ve seen them play in their
short time together. Not only did they work their normal
magic as a four piece, but they also took turns separately
showcasing their own talents. About midway through their energetic set, Brad left the stage and the Starbird gang
did an amazing instrumental tune that had elements of sixties era surf rock, calypso sounds, and even a bit of a
Phishy feel that was an all-out musical assault with all three players performing at the peak of their abilities.
Moments later, they relinquished the spotlight to Brad who did a solo version of his tune “Cold Apartment, Warm
Girl” that brought tears to my eyes with its simple beauty. As great as they sound together, it was still a special
treat to hear them highlight their own sounds as separate entities. By the time their set was over I don’t know
what was bigger, the sweat stains on my shirt or the shit-eating “we just destroyed you” grin on Brad’s face.
Next up on the main stage was a brand-new band that called themselves Terrapin Mountain. Going into their set
all we really knew about them was that they’d be doing an Old & In the Way tribute set. Once we showed up it was
obvious we were in for a treat. Terrapin Mountain was put together solely for this gig by Doug Hegeman, who is
apparently from a Midwest based Grateful Dead cover band. Doug tapped an amazing bunch of players to run
through a set of those beloved Old & In The Way tunes. On bass was Greg Burns, who normally runs front of house
for Greensky Bluegrass, and was apparently a very instrumental part in making the whole ABF experience run so
smoothly. On banjo was Wavy Dave Burlingame of Cornmeal fame, and on mandolin was Lindsay Lou’s own Josh
Rilko. Over the course of their set they also had some help form Zeb Bowles on fiddle and Lindsay Lou herself, who
joined them for an angelic version of “The Great Pretender.” The entirety of their set was essentially an Old & In
The Way greatest hits set with such crowd-pleasing favorites as “White Dove,” “Wild Horses,” “Land Of The
Navajo,” “Catfish John” and of course “Midnight Moonlight.” For a spur of the moment band that had never played
together, they really did an amazing job at interpreting these classic tunes.
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Next up in Steve’s Hall was Asheville, NC’s Town Mountain, who I was bummed to miss. However, I’m glad I took a
gamble on the Songwriters In The Round set that Benny “Burle” Galloway was hosting out on the “Campfire Stage”
because, looking back, it was easily one of my favorite sets of the weekend. Burle, Brad Parsons, Lindsay Lou and
Horseshoes and Hand Grenades’ Adam Greuel took turns in the “hot seat” offering up acoustic versions of some of
their favorite tunes. The set opened with Burle singing a tear-jerking version of “Behold The Rock Of Ages” which
was dedicated to the recently deceased John Starling. From the crowd it seemed Burle was barely holding back his
emotions while sending a song out to one of his musical heroes. From there the rest of the songwriters took turns
offering up quiet yet heartwarming versions of their own tunes with the others adding accents when they felt comfortable doing so. After each amazing singer had taken a few turns Donna Hopkins joined in the fun with a version
of her “Keep Talking Love” just as the first raindrops of the day began to fall.
As soon as the Songwriters In The Round set ended it was time for a sprint across the fairgrounds to make it to the
Aiken Stage for the Larry Keel Experience (LKE) who were able to fit in about an hour’s worth of music before the
torrential rains rolled in and Larry screamed from the stage “Lightning! run for your lives!” Fortunately LKE was
able to squeeze in the bulk of their set before we all were forced to take cover under whatever shelter we could
find in an attempt to stay dry. The highlights of their abbreviated set included an awe-inspiring version of “Russian
Lullaby” that eventually morphed into a distortion filled version of The Allman Brother’s “Whipping Post.” They
also fit in a particularly enjoyable version of their original tune “One” and a take on Tom Petty’s “Runnin’ Down A
Dream” that featured such amazing bass playing from Jenny, that I found myself wondering if maybe they should
rename themselves the “Jenny Keel Experience.”
Once the rain began to fall, it didn’t stop for the remainder of the evening. The storms were so raging outside that
it would’ve crippled most music festivals, but fortunately ABF had that indoor area already set up and were able to
utilize it to keep the musical train rolling. Horseshoes and Hand Grenades were up next and again proved that they
are a force to be reckoned with offering up yet another amazing set. Highlights of the set included an a capella
version of the old Irish folk song “The Rattlin’ Bog” that they managed to turn into a rollicking high energy drinking
tune, a crowd pleasing cover of the Fleetwood Mac hit “Rhiannon” and a version of the old traditional number “Dig
A Hole In The Meadow” or maybe it’s called “Darlin’ Corey.” Whatever name you choose to use to identify it, they
played it so well, and jammed it so hard, that it was quite possibly the best song played all weekend.
Because of the rain outside, the rest of the evening’s festivities were
forced inside. After a quick fifteen-minute set change, the festival’s
headliner The Del McCoury Band took their place on the Steve’s Hall
stage and worked their way through a set that was so magical that we
were elated there was a backup plan for inclement weather. Del and
his band’s brand of traditional bluegrass had the entire crowd hanging
on every single note coming from the stage. One thing I found interesting about Del’s set was that the entire side stage “VIP” area was filled
with just about every other musician that had played over the course
of the weekend, and they all seemed to be enjoying their chance to
catch a living legend as those of us that had paid to be there. When Del and his band left the stage, I’m assuming it
was DJ Bontzilla spinning the house music, but to be honest I never actually saw him on stage so for all I know it
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may have just been pre-recorded music being piped through the speakers for forty five minutes or so as Circles
Around The Sun got ready for their portion of the evening.
Circles Around The Sun was another one of the bands I was very much looking forward to seeing this weekend and
they didn’t disappoint. Originally assembled as a band to create set break music for the Dead 50 celebrations a few
years ago, I am very excited they decided to take this show on the road. Led by Neal Casal & Adam MacDougall,
both of Chris Robinson’s Brotherhood fame, they really did their best to remind us that despite what Del and his
boys had just done on stage ABF was about far more than just bluegrass music. Their songs were even jammier
than I had anticipated and at one point Neal proclaimed from the stage that this was “dance music.” That statement couldn’t have been more true as the packed hall was pulsating as one in rhythm to the music Circles was
offering up.
In the live music world, a forty-five-minute set break isn’t really that
long, but after near constant music for the last thirty-six hours it
seemed to last an eternity. Of course that might have also been
because those forty-five minutes were just keeping us from what was
probably the most anticipated set of the evening. I do not know if Billy
String’s Psychedelic Circus is strictly an ABF thing, but after being the
most talked about set last year, they seemed to go out of their way to
up the ante in their second year holding down the late-night slot at
ABF. This year’s version of The Psychedelic Circus was Billy Strings and
The Cris Jacobs Band, who at times were augmented with special
guests Royal Masat, Lindsay Lou and Neal Casal. Together they ran through two sets of classic covers that had us all
dancing until the wee hours of the morning. There were Grateful Dead tunes (“Althea”), Neil Young tunes (“Down
By The River”), Zeppelin tunes (“Good Times,” “Bad Times”), Jimi tunes (“Red House”), Pearl Jam Tunes
(“Corduroy”) and so much more. Honestly, I could probably go on for another five paragraphs or so just talking
about this set. Talking about how Billy is just as much as mind blowing on electric guitar as he is on acoustic. I could
write about how I may have unfairly written off Cris Jacobs and his band over the years. I could write about how
bizarre it is for a festival’s worth of bluegrass music fans to have so much fun head banging to Black Sabbath covers
at 4:00 am. Instead I’ll just urge you to seek out the recordings of this performance. They are out there and they’re
well worth your time.
Shortly after 4:00 am, Billy and his band finally ended with an “Aiko
Aiko” encore as those that has soldiered through the night essentially
collapsed into a sweaty collective mess before limping and staggering
our way back to our tents or hotel rooms and celebrating the end of yet
another amazing ABF. Let’s give a huge shutout to all the bands, volunteers, workers, organizers and music loving fans that made this year’s
Aiken Bluegrass Festival one for the ages. I don’t know about the rest of
you, but personally I’m already looking forward to seeing you all next
Mother’s Day weekend in western South Carolina.
Jon’s Photo Gallery
www.loveabf.com
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http://www.musicmarauders.com/2019/04/billy-strings-41819.html

Salvage Station
Asheville, NC

Words & Photos by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography

When asked to write a review of last week’s Billy Strings show at Asheville, North Carolina’s Salvage Station, I
almost passed on it. I just wrote a review of his last Asheville show a few months ago, and I thought it may be hard
to come up with another set of words to describe to the readers exactly what a Billy Strings show is all about. I am
sure there are a plethora of other reviews that other people have written focusing on how well he has mastered
his instrument. I suppose I could recycle those thoughts and just sit here typing out a few adjectives describing
each note Billy and his superb backing band played this past Thursday night, but that wouldn’t be fun for me. Additionally I’d imagine a review like that wouldn’t keep your attention either. Instead I have decided to focus on a few
random parts of the Billy Strings show that seemed interesting to me.
One: Billy’s astronomical rise in popularity. As most of you already know, Billy
is making new fans so rapidly that he has quickly become one of the fastest
rising stars in the acoustic music world. Here in Asheville, in just the last two
and a half years, he has gone from playing a sparsely attended show at the
tiny riverside bar The Bywater, to a sold out show at the 360-person Asheville
Music Hall to, the other night, yet another sold out show at the 700-person
Salvage Station. As a matter of fact, if you’ve been paying any attention to
Billy Strings in the last couple of years, it would be impossible not to notice
that sold out shows have become the norm for him. It seems that everywhere he goes music lovers are salivating
at the mouth to see him do his thing.
Two: The covers. Most touring bands introduce covers into their live sets, but very few choose to cover their contemporaries. More often than not a band’s cover repertoire consists of popular songs from years past, which Billy
did with covers of Bill Monroe, The Beatles, and even Jackson
Browne. Billy however does not focus strictly on ancient artist’s
songs to add to his cannon. Over the course of his short career, he
has been known to cover artists like String Cheese Incident, Danny
Barnes and Greensky Bluegrass. On Thursday night he pulled out a
cover of Fruition’s “Labor Of Love” that worked the crowd into a
massive frenzy. It was presented so masterfully that you’d never
have guessed it was Billy and his band’s first time offering up their
take on the song. In this writer’s opinion, there is something exciting
about knowing that the musicians we pay to see perform share the
same favorite musical artists with those of us in the crowd.
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Three: Billy’s vocals. As I mentioned above Billy is known for his mastery of the acoustic guitar. His proficiency at
his instrument and the fact that he seems to get better at playing it every single day is undoubtedly why he is gaining popularity at such a rapid rate. Not many people, however, give him the props he deserves for how much his
vocal ability has also grown. I suppose when you are as good at guitar as Billy is folks don’t tend to notice your
vocals as much. However, I cannot ignore them. In the early years of his career it almost seemed as if he was resting on his instrumentation to carry him through his shows, but his vocals have grown exponentially in the last couple of years. Vocally, he carries himself in a manner that make it easy to forget he is still a few years shy of turning
thirty years old. It may be hard to do, but next time you see him try to focus on his singing ability and you too will
realize that he has also grown into one of the finest singers in bluegrass music today.
Four: The sit in. Too often when an artist welcomes a special guest to the stage, the
results aren’t as musically exciting as they could be. Often times the hosts take it
easy and don’t try to push boundaries when someone is sitting in. However, playing
it safe does not seem to be in Billy and his band’s vocabulary. Case in point, the pair
of songs they did the other night with special guest Mimi Naja, of the aforementioned Fruition. She joined them midway through their second set for a take on the
old Flatt & Scruggs number “Don’t That Road Look Long and Rocky” and a scorching
version of Billy’s own “Meet Me At The Creek.” The Flatt & Scruggs cover was about
as standard a version as they could have offered up with Mimi taking the lead vocals
and Billy occasionally adding harmonies while the band played very subtly behind
her mandolin strumming. “Meet Me At The Creek” (or as it was lovingly dubbed by
Billy “Mimi At The Creek”), however, was other worldly. Mimi fit in perfectly and
somehow managed to elevate the intensity of the already intense show. Like I said,
while a special guest sit in is normally exciting for those witnessing it live, oftentimes
it doesn’t hold up when revisited afterwards. I guarantee this “Meet Me At The
Creek” is the exception to that rule. It was hands down the highlight of the evening. Billy’s mandolin player Jarrod
Walker and Mimi gave a two-mandolin assault that was almost too much to handle while Billy, and his other band
mates took turns adding to the mandolin driven madness. On more than one occasion during the sixteen-minute
jam they sounded more like a psychedelic rock band than a bluegrass band.
My only real complaint with Billy is that I feel he really needs some
new material. I know it may seem like a selfish request, but his lack of
original songs make each show a tad too similar to the last. Of course,
like I mentioned, he’s barely 26 years old, so I’m sure he’s got a lot
more creativity ahead of him in his hopefully long career. Seriously
folks, if you’ve yet to catch a Billy Strings show, do yourself a favor and
get to one as soon as possible. Your chances to see him in intimate
venues seem numbered. Also, a public service announcement, if you
do decide to go see him when he comes to your town, get your tickets
early as they will probably be gone well before show time.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.billystrings.com
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Asheville Music Hall
Asheville, NC

Words & Photos by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography

I have no clue exactly when or how Tom Hamilton and Holly Bowling came together to form Ghost Light, but us
Ashvillians like to think they have their founding roots here in our small mountain city. A few years ago, during
Warren Haynes’ annual Christmas Pre-Jam, not only did Holly join The American Babies for their entire set, but
Holly and Tom both were a part of Bob Weir’s backing band as well.
It may not have been the very first time the two shared the same
stage, but it was definitely an early moment in their musical relationship.
This past Wednesday night, Ghost Light rolled into town almost a
year to the day after their first stop at The Asheville Music Hall. I
remember walking out of their April 2018 show having had my mind
blown. I remember thinking that I hadn’t seen a brand-new band
playing original music that had impressed me the way they did in a
very long time.
Wednesday’s show did not impress me quite as much as the first time I saw them, but it was still an extremely
enjoyable experience. I think the main difference that I noticed a year later was that, at least on this night, Ghost
Light seemed far less of a collaborative effort and more just a group of musicians playing in Tom Hamilton’s backing band. It may have been just my perception, but it appeared none of the other band members wanted to step
up and help Tom navigate the soundscape, instead being content just riding along with him as he led them down a
musical path.
Don’t get me wrong Holly did take the reins from time to time, and
there were moments that each player stood out, but it just wasn’t the
same beast I had remembered. Perhaps part of it had to do with the
fact that they have a new bass player on this tour. Perhaps part of it
had to do with the sound issues they were clearly having during the
early part of the show, or perhaps it was just Tom’s night to step up.
Of course it doesn’t hurt that over the years Mr. Hamilton has grown
into one of the most interesting guitarists on the live music scene.
There are very few musicians that can do the things he does in an
improvisational setting, and improv is what Ghost Light is all about.
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Much like Tom’s other current band, JRAD, Ghost Light seems to use songs only as jumping off points into musical
exploration.
From the minute the band hit the stage and started noodling their way from a spacey opening jam into a cover of
the Shins’ song “Simple Life,” you could tell those of us that had ventured out late on a weeknight were in for a
treat. Before we found ourselves at the end of “Simple Life” an hour had passed, and we had wandered our way
through a pair of American Babies Songs and an old Brothers Past holdover. The first part of the sandwich was “An
Epic Battle Between Dark and Light” which was very reminiscent of the original version. Thumping techno like bass
lines with Holly working her synthesizer knobs more
than the keys gave this version the electronica feel that
we have come to expect from Tom Hamilton projects.
The jam out of “Epic Battle” was when Holly first really
stepped up as she slowly yet deliberately led her band
mates into the next ingredient of the sandwich, “They
Sing Old Time Religion.” At which point we were even
treated to the rarity of hearing Holly’s singing voice as
she and guitarist Raina Mullen harmonized perfectly
behind Tom’s powerful lyrics. A quick run through of
Brothers Past’s “State Police” followed before Ghost
Light found their way to the end of the opening “song”
and at the first break in action since they hit the stage.
The cool-down only lasted long enough for Tom to introduce his band mates and shed his patented, button
adorned, jacket while explaining that since it was a weeknight they were just going to “play through” instead of
taking a set break.
What followed was another hour-long journey that found the band wandering in and out of jams stopping on certain songs only long enough to regroup for a few moments before again jumping off the deep end together. The
first song of this portion of the show was also the first Ghost Light original of the evening, “Best Kept Secret.” They
used “Best Kept Secret” as a central theme for the remainder of the evening, revisiting it at least two more times
before the end of the show.
As a matter of fact, there were a handful of songs that re-appeared from time to time over the course of the evening. If one were keeping a written set list of the show, there would have been lot of “intros” and “reprises” and
“teases” to notate. A couple of tunes that really stood out during the second portion of the set were “This Thing
Ain’t Going Nowheres” and Ghost Light’s own
“Beyond/ Before.” The former including a few
sublime moments of Holly and bass player Dan
Africano creating a haunting sonic landscape
while drummer Scotty Zwang kept a gentle
beat, the latter, an instrumental in which Tom
used a unique guitar tone to create the part of a
song that the lyrics would normally reside.
Save for a few more teases and reprises, Ghost
Light ended their set the same way they started
it, with a cover song. This time they dug a little
further back than the Shins and pulled out a version of Neil Young’s “For The Turnstiles.” With
its imagery of sailors exploring the unknown seas paired with the journey Ghost Light had just taken us on, it was a
perfect way to end the evening.
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Tom gave a guitar clinic during their take on the song. At times sounding like a weathered bluesman and at times
delving into dirty heavy metal style licks. After a quick encore of “Don’t Come Apart Just Yet My Dear,” also off
Ghost Light’s new album Best Kept Secrets, we were left to gather our jaws off the floor and were sent out into
late hours of the night trying to comprehend what had just happened. Hopefully this band sticks it out and continues to push boundaries.
In my opinion, Ghost Light is a nice outlet for both Tom and Holly to concentrate on in between doing their normal
gigs. I’d imagine it is fun and refreshing for both of them to take a break from covering Dead (and in Holly’s case,
Phish) tunes. Additionally, it’s a real treat for us music lovers to see them offer up some improvisational madness
that isn’t centered on cover songs.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.ghostlightband.com
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The Isis Lounge
Asheville, NC

Words & Photos by Jason

Mebane

This past Thursday, Northwest singer songwriter Anna Tivel
made her second Asheville tour stop in as many months. After
playing the main room at Isis Music Hall back in February, she
returned to bring her unique brand of folk music to their
Upstairs Lo as part of a co-bill with Canadian folk duo Mama’s
Broke. The Isis Lounge is a fabulous spot to enjoy live acoustic
music. In addition to being one of Asheville’s best sounding
rooms, its size makes it one of our most intimate as well. As an
added bonus, recent Asheville transplant Mimi Naja, of Portland, Oregon’s Fruition, was on hand to lend her voice and guitar work to Anna’s songs. Mimi was an amazing addition to
Anna’s sound. She seemed to effortlessly read what each song
needed from her at any given moment. She knew when to step
up and elevate the song with lead guitar style licks, and she knew when to hold back and add only haunting musical accents. You could tell Anna was happy to have her old friend Mimi along for the ride, even proclaiming at one
point, “well that sounded five thousand times better than when I do it by myself.”
After opening with “Illinois” off last year’s Small Believer album, Anna and Mimi
launched into a set that consisted of tunes entirely from Ms. Tivel’s upcoming
album The Question. The new batch of songs are quite beautiful. Anna is a poet as
much as she is a folk singer. She is one of those songwriters that portrays her song
subjects in such a way that even the most minute details seem worthy of your attention. She writes in a manner that leaves the listener feeling like a voyeur observing the characters that inhabit her songs. Whether the subject is a cross-dresser
being watched through an apartment window (“The Question”) or a janitor sweeping up garbage after a show at The Georgia Theatre (“The Velvet Curtain”), she presents them in such a way that as an audience member you find yourself hanging on
every word. Of course it doesn’t hurt that she tells these stories with the voice of
an angel.
As any good folksinger would, Anna also offered her take on current events. On “Fenceline” she took a subject that
many of us are sick of hearing about – the border wall – and put her own spin on it. Instead of focusing on the pros
and cons of building a wall, she instead told the story of a lone immigrant, beautifully painting a landscape of what
might be going through his mind as he tries to cross the border in hopes of a better life for him and his family. She
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managed to portray his thoughts so beautifully that her character’s story would’ve been enough to even pull on
President Trump’s heart strings (if he had any).
Perhaps the most powerful moment of the evening came during Anna’s “Homeless
Child.” Anna explained that she was part of a program called Lullaby Child that paired
local Portland musicians with new mothers facing various hardships to create lullabies
for their children. Anna worked with a mother named Kate and explained the process
as “the most powerful thing I ever did.” Many songwriters would’ve been contentsharing the song they wrote for the project, but not Anna. The experience was so
powerful for her that she wrote a song about Kate’s baby, and she wrote it so beautifully that it brought tears to many eyes in the room.
Going into the show a long time Anna Tivel fan, the second band on the bill – Mama’s
Broke – was an afterthought. However, after experiencing their set, I was glad they
showed up to do their thing. Keeping with the evening’s “girl power” theme, Mama’s
Broke was also a pair of females that were quite enjoyable to watch and listen to.
One of the ladies played fiddle while the other switched between banjo and mandolin. They covered a lot of
ground during their short closing set. In the opening three song medley alone, they paired what sounded like a traditional Irish song, a traditional Jewish song and a traditional Bulgarian song. There were times they sounded like
they were playing circus music and others that sounded like they were wandering minstrels. Their voices were near
perfect companions and their musicianship was equally impressive. It was quite obvious that they were intently
playing off one another staring into each other’s eyes in an effort to share one musical mind. They effortlessly took
turns rotating between lead singer and back-up singer, often times within the same song. There was one song
where the tap-dance like stomp of their feet added to the musical
landscape. There was another that they played the fiddle together,
one traditionally, the other using a pair of chopsticks to hammer
along on the fiddle strings. Their set was so enjoyable that they made
at least one new fan in the room.
If you consider yourself a fan of folk music, I would recommend
checking out both Anna Tivel and Mama’s Broke if they happen to
pass through your town. Both have a unique sound that makes for an
enjoyable live performance. While you are at it, keep your eyes
peeled for Anna Tivel’s new album The Question out on Portland,
Oregon’s Fluff & Gravy Records on April 19.
annativel.com
mamasbroke.ca
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The Orange Peel
Asheville, NC

Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography & Alex Cox Photography
Today the jamband scene is leaps and bounds different than it was at its height in
the late nineties and early two thousands. Back then, when jamband music was the
hot genre on the live music scene, even a band with minimal talent could play large
clubs all over the country. Nowadays you have to have something special to set you
apart from the masses if you want to grow into anything more than a regional draw.
One of those younger bands that is gaining traction on a national level is Prescott,
Arizona’s Spafford. This past Friday night, in the midst of a forty-city tour, Spafford
made their way to the The Orange Peel in Asheville, NC. From the opening moments
of “Lovesick Melody” to the closing notes of the “Salamander Song” encore Spafford
proved that, despite what Twiddle fans may think, they are well on their way to the
top of the jamband mountain.
In each of the two sets there was a MONSTER jam that had the floor of the Orange
Peel doing its best impression of a bouncing trampoline as throngs of Spaffnerds collectively boogied to the musical magic that was pouring from the stage. During the
first set it was the combo of “It’s A Bunch” > “Ain’t That Wrong” which lasted nearly forty minutes. “It’s A Bunch”
started as a funky low-key groove that quickly built into an all-out musical assault, before slipping back into a mellower funky groove only to yet again start its ascension to insanity. After
three or four rounds of this playful back and forth they really dug into a
funky jam that served as a perfect platform for some impressive improvisation between the four musicians. Slowly yet deliberately they
eventually found their way to the “Ain’t That Wrong” payoff. At this
point in the journey the lyrics “I’m on a roll” couldn’t have been more
true.
The dripping funk of “Ain’t That Wrong” paired with the intensity of
Spafford’s state of the art light show, was almost too much to properly
comprehend. It was one of those rare moments when it feels like an entire venue is going to lift off and transport
us deep into the universe.
Spafford pulled off an equally impressive feat in the second set with a “Walls” > “That’s It For The Other One” >
“Walls” sandwich. The first eight or ten minutes of “Walls” was fairly standard, but at some point the jam turned
fairly evil and ominous before almost disintegrating into unstructured melodic meandering. Each of the four musicians wandered their way through a few minutes of ambient space before eventually coming back together to col-
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lectively explode into “The Other One” in such an intense manner that Phil Lesh himself would’ve been impressed.
As a younger jamband it is somewhat of a gutsy move to introduce Grateful Dead covers into your repertoire, but
“The Other One” is a perfect vehicle for the style of music Spafford creates.
They stayed true enough to the early Dead versions that it remained
respectful, but they also brought a youthful exuberance that seemingly
breathed new life into a fifty-year-old gem. There were a few times they
dove so deep into the jams that it was hard to remember what song they
were even playing. Then all of a sudden they’d circle back to that familiar
theme for a few minutes before wandering off on a totally different sonic
journey. Eventually the music evaporated yet again into a loose
soundscape reminiscent of The Dead’s “Space.” That lasted just long
enough for the audience to regain our composure before the band built their way back into the second half of
“Walls” for another ten or so minutes of musical mayhem.
Those weren’t the only instances that Spafford shined during
their stop in North Carolina, but both passages were a perfect
window into how Spafford is taking improvisational rock and roll
music to new and exciting places in 2019. Sometimes I get bored
when bands jam just for jamming sake, but these guys really do it
for me. The interplay between the band and audience gives me
the types of feelings that I haven’t felt from this genre of music in
a very long time. Each one of the players on stage has the ability
to lead his co-pilots on exciting detours within the greater journey. Over the last few years more and more fans have been hitching a ride for those nightly journeys. Their fan base has been
growing quite rapidly and based on what I witnessed the other night there’s no reason to believe it won’t continue
to do so.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
Alex’s Photo Gallery
www.spafford.net
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Asheville Music Hall
Asheville, NC

Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography
The two most common ways I’ve heard people attempt to categorize Fruition are as a “bluegrass” act or as a
“jamband.” Despite the fact that Mimi Naja does play a mandolin on a good number of Fruition’s songs, the “bluegrass” label couldn’t be farther from accurate. Similarly, while guitarist Jay Cobb Anderson does indeed lead them
into exploratory places from time to time, they’re not really your traditional “jamband” either.
Fruition rolled into Asheville this past Friday night and worked
their magic to an Asheville Music Hall that was bursting at the
seams with live music lovers. They used a pair of their most
popular tunes “Labor Of Love” and “The Meaning” to bookend
a two-hour set that did its best to prove that their particular
brand of music defies the constricts of the labels people tend
to place on their music.
I mean don’t get me wrong there were moments when that
“bluegrass” label seemed spot on. They did a version of
“Mountain Annie” with guest fiddler Zebulon Bowles that
proved they do indeed have roots in mountain string band
music. There were also moments the “jamband” label was appropriate. During “Dirty Dirty Thieves” they got
downright psychedelic, and during the title track to their new album Fire they got as lost in the music as a band
possibly can.
However, they were also so much more than that. For instance during a perfectly
executed version of “Above The Line” they easily could’ve been classified as a reggae
band. If we were to judge them based on tunes like “Santa Fe” or “Northern Town” it
would’ve made sense to label them as a folk band. There were moments that Mimi Naja
used her voice and Jay Cobb Anderson his guitar, to channel the kind of sounds that
would have fit perfectly in a back-room blues club in Chicago. If we looked towards
Kellen Asebroek’s “Turn To Dust” in our attempt to define them I suppose it wouldn’t
have been hard to throw them under the “Indie Rock” umbrella. If we went solely on the
version of “Montana” they did with special guest (and opening act) Brad Parsons
“Americana” would’ve been the label to use. There were moments they were a country
band and others they were a pop act. There were slow quiet moments as well as loud
raucous moments.
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I think that diversity of styles is one of the major factors that has seen Fruition grow from an unknown local band
in the Pacific Northwest into one of the hottest club sized acts on the live music scene today. Over the course of
their ten-year career they have truly grown to be amazing songwriters while not pigeonholing themselves into a
certain sound. Over that time they’ve also blossomed into amazing musicians. Bass player Jeff Leonard and drummer Tyler Thompson are a ridiculously tight rhythm section. Jay Cobb Anderson is as animated a guitarist as I’ve
seen in quite some time and he has the licks to back up the persona. Kellen Asebroek has the ability to play either
acoustic guitar or keyboards depending on what the feel of each song calls for. The same can be said for Mimi Naja
with her electric guitar and her mandolin.
A good live band can keep their audience wondering what is going
to happen next and that is precisely what Fruition did on multiple
occasions during their Asheville performance. In this writer’s opinion the show lacked the levels of intensity that some Fruition performances have reached, but what it lacked in energy it more than
made up for in precision ...
... Ok ... wait ... what you’ve been reading above is my third attempt
at this article. I am currently resisting the urge to delete this version
like I did the first two. As a writer it is hard to muster up the enthusiasm to write a review of a show that you weren’t really all that
keen on. I am not going to erase it though. I am going to submit it and it if you are reading this now it must have
been published. Don’t get me wrong Friday night’s show wasn’t a bad show, at least not musically. As a matter of
fact it wasn’t anything Fruition themselves did that made the show less enjoyable.
On second thought, I suppose it was partially their fault for bringing along Brad Parsons and Starbird as their opening act. To be honest following that band every night has to be a near impossible task. Starbird is one of the more
interesting live bands making the rounds these days. They have a refreshing sound that is a treat to experience.
Brad Parsons is easily one of the most under-appreciated songwriters I’ve heard in years. He does things with lyrics
that very few wordsmiths can. Throw Brad Parsons & Starbird together and they are unstoppable. The double guitar attack from Brad Parsons and Justin Mazer paired with the rhythm section of Dylan Skursky and Al Smith put on
an hour-long clinic on how a Rock & Roll show should be. There were Neil Young-esque feedback jams filled with
psychedelic distortion. There was a Zebulon
Bowles sit in that produced some of the eeriest sounds I’ve ever heard a fiddle and guitar
make. There was rockabilly stand-up bass
playing and acoustic style finger-picking
being done on electric guitars. All the while
showcasing some of the most beautiful,
emotional, soul searching words you’ve ever
heard in your life. With Cabinet on hiatus and
American Babies seemingly shelved for now,
it seems like the Starbird guys will have
plenty of free time to dedicate to this recent
Brad Parsons collaboration. If these four gentlemen all keep at this project, they should
be a force to be reckoned with for many
years to come.
That part was unavoidable for Fruition. I mean it’s not their fault they were musically outshined on this particular
night. Besides there were only twenty-five or thirty of us that were even paying attention to the opening act. Most
people hadn’t even bothered to show up yet. Those that had were too busy getting a jump start on their alcohol
intake over at the bar. Which leads me to the real reason I wasn’t feeling the show the other day. Drunks. I mean
for the most part I’m a fairly reasonable guy. I realize it’s not up to me to dictate to others how to take their ride. I
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just wish that some people were more aware of their surroundings. I wish some people realized that their actions
may impact those around them. I wish some people realized the middle of the dance floor is not the best place to
have a fifteen-minute conversation. I wish that more people were ... ya know ... there for the music. Don’t get me
wrong, I know most people really do try to be respectful to the bands that are up there playing their hearts out for
us. I truly believe most people attempt to be respectful to the other fans that are trying to enjoy their experience. I
just wish more of those type of people had showed up at the Fruition concert the other night. I wonder if the band
felt it too. I hope not. If so, on behalf of Asheville, I’m sorry Fruition. Hopefully next time we will be the respectful
audience you deserve.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.fruitionband.com/
www.bradparsonsband.com/
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Asheville Music Hall
Asheville, NC

Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography
Billy Strings Asheville show was sold out. So sold out that
three hours before the doors even opened there were
thirty people waiting in a line in the freezing rain. They
were hoping to get their hands on one of the dozen or so
tickets that the Asheville Music Hall was re-releasing. It
was a very different scene than my first Billy Strings experience, when fifty or so people showed up to see a fairly
unknown bluegrass guitarist playing in a Seattle backyard
venue dubbed The Spotlight. It’s amazing how much
things have changed for Billy in just the last few years.
Back then he was playing in a trio with mandolin player
Don Julin. Now he is fronting his own four-piece band that
is turning heads, blowing minds and creating a plethora of
new fans everywhere they perform. One thing I found interesting was how many people seemed to have traveled
to attend tonight’s show. I personally talked to people that had come from Atlanta, Ohio and Indiana to join in the
fun. When people are willing to travel that far to watch a band play it is quite a testament to how good the music
really is. As we were in line waiting for the doors to open, we were joined by a fleet of Asheville Fire Department
trucks lining the street in front of the Music Hall. I couldn’t help but wonder if the trucks were on hand to put out
the fire Billy Strings was about to light inside.
Billy and his band took to the stage at exactly one minute after 9:00 pm for the first
of their two sets. It didn’t take long for them to begin their attempt at blowing the
roof off The Asheville Music Hall. By the second song, “Pyramid Country,” off last
year’s Turmoil & Tinfoil release, the crowd was already in as much of a frenzy as
Billy’s hands were as they worked their magic on his guitar strings. The instrumental
gained momentum and intensity until it eventually climaxed, and seemingly out of
nowhere, dropped into a version of “Bird Song.” The Deadhead filled crowd was smiling and dancing as Billy and bass player Royal Masat harmonized wonderfully on the
heart-tugging Robert Hunter lyrics. It was then mandolinist Jarrod Walker’s turn to
shine as he led the band through a fiery version of “New Camptown Races” that at
one point detoured into the classic bluegrass tune “Unwanted Love.”
At this point in the program the quartet expanded to a quintet as the band welcomed
Hot Buttered Rum fiddler, and Asheville resident, Zebulon Bowles. The thirty minutes
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that followed was the kind of music that is quickly making Billy one of the hottest things on the bluegrass/jamgrass
scene. The four-song medley of John Hartford’s “I’m Still Here,” Billy originals “Thirst Mutilator” and “Dust In The
Baggie” and The Dead’s “Deal,” was so intense I couldn’t help but cross my fingers that the Asheville Fire Department was still on stand-by outside.
Many people cover John Hartford, but very few are brave enough to add
their own verses to his classic tunes, but Billy wasn’t scared. He added a
few lines that sounded like they could’ve easily been a new verse to the
upcoming “Dust In The Baggie.”
My cigarettes are gone and so is my money.
So are all my nerves and all my teeth.
My hair is falling out & I’m getting skinny.
My friends are either dead or on relief.
The interplay between “Zeb” and Billy during the instrumental “Thirst Mutilator” made it seem like they’d been
playing together for years. It was evident that the band was enjoying the collaboration as much as we were out on
the sticky, sweaty dance floor. “Dust In The Baggie” has pretty much become one of the biggest jam vehicles of
Billy Strings’ repertoire and tonight’s version did not disappoint. I mean a Bluegrass song about today’s drug epidemic that weaves its way through head-banging heavy metal AND reaches the deepest depths of psychedelia?
How could you not love this song? Especially a version that eventually makes its way into quite possibly the fastest
and jammiest version of “Deal” in the history of the world. Normally I’m not a fan of set breaks but tonight it was
not only welcome, but also very needed. As the band brought the first set to a close with a trippy vocal jam to end
“Deal” the crowd seemed happy to have a few minutes to pick our jaws up off the floor and catch our breath
before the second set.
After a short twenty-five-minute break the gang came back from the break firing on all cylinders. They opened with
a smoking version of “On The Line” before settling into a second set that relied heavily on cover songs. The first
cover of the set was a beautiful version of Mac Wiseman’s ballad “Shackles And Chains.” Billy Strings may be
known for fast energetic bluegrass picking, but he used this song to prove to everyone that he hasn’t forgotten the
traditional roots of the music he plays. His vocals on “Shackles And Chains” paired with the minimal lilting instrumentation behind them would not have sounded out of place on an old bluegrass album from the 1950’s. Banjoist
Billy failing was then given a turn under the spotlight as he led the band through a version of his own song “So
Many Miles.”
The most crowd-pleasing moment of the night followed. As Billy
strummed the familiar opening guitar part of “Midnight Rider” the
crowd erupted with euphoria. The version itself was very short,
sweet and to the point but that didn’t stop the entire crowd from
singing along in unison at the top of their lungs. The jubilation
didn’t stop there however as they followed “Midnight Rider” with
“Freeborn Man.” Billy masterfully took his time with the intro,
playfully picking little runs on his fret board in between his drawnout vocals on the first few lines before dropping into a version
that was played at break-neck speed. Each band member took
turns trading solos and seemingly attempting to outshine one
another. Sensing we may need another cool down they lowered the intensity a notch and broke into a beautiful
banjo driven version of Billy’s own “While I’m Waiting Here.”
Another pair of covers “Train, Train” and “Lonesome L.A. Cowboy” were up next before Mr. Bowles re-emerged
with his fiddle in tow. What followed was fifteen minutes of “Meet Me At The Creek” that at times got so psychedelic I’m not sure it could any longer have been categorized as Bluegrass music. It got so rowdy that, afterwards,
the crowd was left almost collapsing into a communal heap on the floor of the Music Hall. Even Billy seemed extra
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pleased with the performance as he remarked before the encore “there is sawdust falling from Royal’s bass ... he
played the shit out of it.”
After a quick traditionally played encore of “Roll On Buddy, Roll On” we
found ourselves at the end of an amazing evening. Billy and his band came to
town and led us on the type of journey
that very few performers could pilot.
He worked the room so masterfully
you kind of forgot he is just in his midtwenties. My hunch is that this will be
the last time Asheville gets to see Billy
Strings in a “small venue.” I foresee
that as the days roll on and as more
and more people experience moments
like these his fan base will grow exponentially. Thank you, Billy, please hurry
on back to Asheville. We will be waiting.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.BillyStrings.com
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Pisgah Brewing Company
Black Mountain, NC

Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography
This past Saturday Leftover Salmon bought the third installment of their annual Blue Ridge Jam to the Pisgah
Brewing Company in the idyllic town of Black Mountain, North Carolina. Sitting in the shadows of the Appalachian
Mountains, Pisgah Brewing Company proved once again why it is the perfect spot for this type of all-day musical
events. By utilizing both the Taproom Stage and the Outdoor Stage the music was able to flow seamlessly from late
afternoon into the wee hours of the night.
The day started out with Black Mountain natives Bayou
Diesel bringing their unique Cajun stylings to the Taproom
Stage as the attendees filed in for a long day of music.
Those of us lucky enough to arrive in time to catch their set
were rewarded with a special guest appearance by a tiedye clad, rub-board toting Vince Herman. Bayou Diesel’s
Steve Burnside used to play with Vince back in the late 80’s
and judging by the smiles on their faces you could tell they
were having a blast sharing a stage together again.
Once Bayou Diesel finished it was time to head outside for Asheville’s own
Jon Stickley Trio. Many reviewers have undoubtedly tried and failed to categorize Jon Stickley Trio’s music so I will not attempt to do so here. While
pigeonholing them into a specific style of music may be an impossible task,
one task that is not hard to do is to enjoy the pure insanity that is a Jon
Stickley Trio show. Jon himself is easily one of the most exciting acoustic guitarists on the planet and is never unwilling to prove it. Violinist Lyndsay Pruett
effortlessly weaves her magic into, out of, on top of and through Jon’s unique
flat-picking licks. With less than a year under his belt drummer Hunter
Deacon has already found his space alongside Lyndsay and Jon, and in my
opinion, has taken their sound in interesting new directions. Jon’s old high
school pal, and Leftover Salmon banjo player Andy Thorn, joined the trio for a
portion of their set bringing the insanity to a whole ‘nother level.
After their hour long set it was a mad dash back to the taproom for the first
Grass Is Dead set of the day. Like peanut butter and chocolate Grateful Dead
songs and bluegrass are a perfect pairing and very few bands are as good at
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swirling the two together than Grass Is Dead. By now most everyone had arrived at
Pisgah and the small taproom was overflowing with revelers AND energy. The set
which included, among other songs, “Alabama Getaway,” “China Doll” & “Dark Star”
was the perfect way to get everybody’s juices flowing for the remainder of the day’s
festivities. Normally after a set as hot as theirs it would be time for a breather, however there was no time for that as Spafford was already on the Outdoor Stage for
the next leg of our musical marathon.
Over the last few years Spafford has really come into their own and cemented their
place near the top of the jamband mountain. If there was anyone in attendance on
Saturday that was not yet familiar with Spafford, I’d be shocked if they made it
through the ninety-minute set without joining the ever-growing legion of
“Spaffnerds.” From the opening notes of “All My Friends” to the closing chords of
“Ain’t That Wrong” it was obvious that Spafford was not treating this set as just
another festival set. At times their improvisational jams got so far out there that it
was hard to remember what song they were actually playing before they perfectly brought it all back full circle.
Something tells me Spafford are well on their way to headlining slots at festivals like these in the very near future.
After another quick Grass Is Dead tweener set which saw Lindsay Pruett hop on stage to share licks with her father,
mandolinist Steve Pruett, it was finally time for the moment we had all been waiting for. As an almost full moon
rose from behind the trees on this, the Autumn Equinox, Leftover Salmon took to the stage for their headlining
performance.
Leftover Salmon has had their share of personnel changes over the years, but the 2018
version of Leftover Salmon might just be the
best group of players they’ve had since their
classic early lineup. Since joining in 2010 Andy
Thorn has proven he is the perfect man for
the job and the “new guys” Alwyn Robinson
and Eric Deutsch bring an interesting nonjamgrass approach to the classic Salmon
sound. If there is one thing we’ve learned
over the course of their (almost) thirty-year
career it is that on any given night Leftover
Salmon easily ranks amongst the best live
bands on the planet.
Saturday night was no exception as they charged their way through two sets consisting of tunes spanning their
entire career. Not only were they musically on top of their game but, Vince, Drew and company also seemed like
they were having even more fun up on the stage than we were out in the audience. It was also quite obvious that
Leftover was elated to be hosting this party in their Appalachian home away from home. Whether it was Drew
Emmitt’s speed-grass classic “Get Me Outta This City” or Vince Herman’s party anthem “Sing Up To The Moon” the
set was littered with songs that made it obvious Leftover Salmon were VERY aware of their surroundings. This was
most obvious when the boys welcomed Jon Stickley to the stage to share vocal duties with Andy Thorn on “Home
To Carolina.”
After two amazing Leftover Salmon sets the show could’ve ended and no one would have felt slighted, however
that is not how the Blue Ridge Jam does things. Instead there was one more treat in store for the folks at Pisgah.
Back in the Taproom, outlaw new-grass band Horseshoes And Hand Grenades had the task of closing the day’s festivities and they seemed more than up for the challenge. It can’t be an easy job to play the final set on a day like
this, but somehow they pulled it off masterfully. The folks that stuck around until the bitter end were treated to
the perfect ending to a perfect day, an acapella version of the traditional spiritual “We Bid You Goodnight.”
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I have been a Leftover Salmon fan for most of my adult life since I first saw them play over 20 years ago. Some of
the best musical nights of my life have been spent with them and it’s nights like these that remind me why. Here
you have a band that cares enough about their Western North Carolina fans to not only show up and throw down,
but also brings along a handful of the most exciting live bands around to make the party even better. I for one am
already looking forward to next year’s Blue Ridge Jam and judging by the smiles on the faces of the people pouring
out of Pisgah Brewing Company on Saturday night I think it’s safe to assume I am not the only one.
Scott’s Photo Gallery
www.leftoversalmon.com

www.spafford.net
www.pisgahbrewing.com
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Pisgah Brewing Company
Black Mountain, NC

Words by Jason Mebane
Photos by J. Scott Shrader Photography
On Saturday, September 22, Colorado legends Leftover Salmon will
invade the Southern Appalachian town of Black Mountain, North
Carolina. Along with a handful of their musical peers Leftover will
be taking over both the Outdoor and the Taproom stages at Pisgah
Brewing Company for their Third Annual Blue Ridge Jam.
MusicMarauders was lucky enough to catch up with banjo player
Andy Thorn for a few minutes while he was home in Boulder,
Colorado to talk about the upcoming event. Since 2010 Andy has
been holding down the banjo spot that was first held by the
beloved Mark Vann. When I asked Andy if he had any trouble following in the footsteps of amazing players like Mark, Noam Pikelny
& Matt Flinner he replied “I think it would’ve been hard being the
first banjo player following Mark Vann. Noam had a tough spot,
even though he did an amazing job, to go straight from what had
happened and the tragedy, into trying to
replace him would be really challenging.
You know years had gone by when I came in, but it is still a daunting task.” He went on to
add “I constantly listen back to stuff he (Mark Vann) did and check out old shows and try
to incorporate little bits of his ideas in there.”
During our conversation he spoke about how special it was to have the opportunity to be
a part of a band that he was a fan of in his younger years. “I first saw them at MerleFest.
My mom took me up there early in high school. She loved bluegrass, and I was a young
banjo player. I saw those guys just having so much fun onstage and killing it and I was like
wow I think I might be into this. It’s been cool to get to know the guys, Drew first and then
Vince, and now they’re like my big brothers.”
When I asked Andy why Pisgah Brewing Company was chosen as the location for this event, he responded
“Everybody just loves Asheville and the other really important thing is just loving the venue. Being at Pisgah is so
nice. It’s such a beautiful venue. Everybody that works there is great and it’s just easy. It’s such a great place to
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play” he said. Adding “It’s just a nice big stage with all the wood. Everybody
gets to hang out in the field outside. It’s about perfect.”
When I asked him how the Leftover team went about choosing the bands to
invite to the Blue Ridge Jam he commented on how hard it is to get an event
like this to come together. “We mention things to our management about
people that we want to be there or play with. It’s all so complicated and they
just see if they can make it happen. Everybody’s schedule is crazy to line up,
but I feel like we got such a good lineup of friends this year.”
So who else IS playing the Blue
Ridge Jam?
Black Mountain locals Bayou Diesel
will kick off the festivities in the
taproom at 4:30 pm. The most
interesting tidbit about Bayou Diesel is that their accordion/fiddle
player Steve Burnside was in a band with Vince Herman called the
Salmon Heads back in the late eighties. For those of you that aren’t
familiar with Leftover Salmon’s origins, their very first gig under the
“Leftover Salmon” moniker took place on New Year’s Eve in 1989. On that night a few members of the Salmon
Heads couldn’t make the gig so Vince called on a few pickers from Drew Emmitt’s Left Hand String Band to fill in.
So in a strange way it’s quite possible that The Blue Ridge Jam wouldn’t even be happening if Steve Burnside
hadn’t bailed on a gig way back when.
From there the party will move out to the field for Asheville’s own Jon Stickley Trio. Jon and Andy grew up together
in North Carolina and Andy seemed elated that Jon Stickley Trio was on the bill. “He’s one of my best buddies from
High School... we’ve been playing together for twenty years... It all started in Durham, North Carolina. We went to
Jordan High School and had a little bluegrass band on the side, so that made for a pretty good time.”
Following the Jon Stickley Trio, Grass Is Dead will be playing the first of their two sets in the taproom. Based out of
the state of Florida, Grass Is Dead has been putting their own bluegrass spin on Grateful Dead songs for the last
twenty years. I asked Andy what it is about bluegrass and Grateful Dead tunes that make them such a natural fit.
“The songs work perfectly for bluegrass. Jerry Garcia, who wrote most of the music, was originally a banjo player,
so he’s going to have so much of that influence there. The songs just work in the bluegrass style.”
Next up will be Spafford. While most of the bands at the Blue Ridge Jam lean towards the bluegrass/jamgrass style,
Prescott, Arizona’s Spafford is the lone exception. In any given Spafford performance you’ll hear hints of rock, funk,
jazz, and pretty much every other style of music EXCEPT bluegrass. I asked Andy if having a non-string band type
act at the event was a conscious decision. He responded, “Yeah you always want to have a nice mix of music so it’s
good to have some bluegrass and then have a jamband for the people that are more into that, to kind of make
everybody happy.” He says he has personally seen them play a few times and claims they “Blew him away at
Summercamp. They’re a really great jamband.”
Following another quick Grass is Dead set Leftover Salmon will hit the stage for their headlining portion of the
show. Since last year’s Blue Ridge Jam Leftover Salmon has released their eleventh album Something Higher. Andy
spoke a little bit about how these new songs came to be. “Most of the songs off the new album we did not play
live before recording them. We just sort of wrote them together in the studio. People had a general picture of the
songs, but we arranged them together and figured them out. Now we are expanding them as we play live and figuring out what jams to stretch out and what segues into what. The songs just really work well together, so that’s
happening very naturally.” While he says the crowd at Pisgah should expect to hear a lot of these new tunes this
weekend he made a point to add that the audience can look forward to “a lot of the old favorites too, for the older
fans, that want to hear the old classics.”
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As is the trend with most music festivals there will also be a “late night” set.
On Saturday that honor will go to Horseshoes & Hand Grenades. Hailing from
the bluegrass hotbed of Stevens Point, Wisconsin Horseshoes & Hand
Grenades have been turning heads every time they play. In Andy’s words
“They’re a great band, they really stick out from other bands, it’s not the
same old jamgrass that is starting to be so popular, it’s really refreshing to
hear those guys.” he describes them as one of “the most unique bands on
the scene right now.”
Of course one of the things that live music lovers get most excited for at events like these is the myriad of possible
collaborations that could take place. According to Andy, “I think there will be plenty of that, with all the people
that are going to be there, it’s going to be a big ol’ jam.” When I asked him to expand on how collaborations come
to fruition he explained, “Certain friends that we really love playing with it’s probably almost just assumed that
they’re going to sit in, ya know? Like Jon (Stickley) he’s like ‘oh they booked me for this festival, they probably
want me to sit in’, which is so fun, and it’s part of why we book the bands we do, so that we can have special
guests come play.” However, he says in the Leftover Salmon world it’s not always so predictable, he claims “a lot of
the time we have no idea who is going to get up and sit in. Vince will just see somebody on the side of the stage
and we always have some extra mic lines down and even extra instruments and will just hand it to somebody and
see what happens.”
I for one, look forward to seeing what happens Saturday out at Pisgah. If there is one thing we have learned over
their 29-year career it’s that you never know what could happen at a Leftover Salmon show, much less a Leftover
Salmon (in my best Vince Herman impersonation) “FESTIVAAAAAAL.” For those of you that want to join the party
there are still tickets available at www.pisgahbrewing.com. For those of you that can’t make it to the Blue Ridge
Mountains keep your eyes here at musicmarauders.com and the official Leftover Salmon Instagram account for
updates both during and after the Blue Ridge Jam.
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